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Mr. Hugh G. Parris
Manager of Power ,
Tennessee Valley Authority
500 A Chestnut Street, Tower II
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401
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Dear Mr. Parris:

OI&E (5)
BJones (12)
BScharf (10)
JWetmore
ACRS (16)
CMiIes
RDiggs
TERA
NSIC

9
and 6qto
The Commission has issued the enclosed Amendment Nos.S
Nuclear
Ferry
Browns
the
for
Facility Licenses Nos. DPR-33, and DPR-52
your
to
response
in
are
Plant, Units Nos. 1 and 2. These amendments
your
by
supplemented
as
letter of October 4, 1979 (TVA BFNP TS131)
letters dated January 15, 1980 and January 29, 1980.
(1) incorporate
These amendments change the Technical Specifications to:
No. 1 in the
Unit
Ferry
the limiting conditions for operation of Browns
reflect the
(2)
outage,
refueling
fourth fuel cycle following the current
supply
power
system
(LPCI)
changes to the low pressure coolant injection
our
in
requested
as
logic
and elimination of the LPCI loop selection
letter of May 11, 1979 authorizing these modifications and (3) clarify
the surveillance requirements in Section 4.5.

enclosed.
Copies of the Safety Evaluation and Notice of Issuance are also
Sincerely,
Signed bY
Orn jrI
T. A. Ippolito

Thomas A. Ippolito, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #3
Division of Operating Reactors
Enclosures:
to DPR-33
1. Amendment No.-6
2. Amendment No. 61 to DPR-52
3. Safety Evaluation
4. Notice
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February Z5, 1980

cc:

H. S..Sanger, Jr., Esquire
General Counsel
Tennessee Valley Authority
400 Commerce Avenue
E liB 33C
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902
Mr. Ron Rogers
Tennessee Valley Authority
400 Chestnut Street, Tower II
Chattanooga, Tennessee 37401
Mr. Charles R. Christopher
Chairman, Limestone County Commission
P. 0. Box 188
Athens, Alabama 35611
Ira L. Myers, M.D.
State Health Officer
State Department of Public Health
State Office Building
Montgomery, Alabama 36104
Mr. E.. G. Beasley
Tennessee Valley Authority
400 Commerce Avenue
W 10C 131C
Knoxville, Tennessee 37902
Athens Public Library
South and Forrest
Athens, Alabama 35611
Director, Office of Urban & Federal
Affairs
108 Parkway Towers
404 James Robertson Way
Nashville, Tennessee 37219
Director, Technical Assessment Division
Office of Radiation Programs (AW-459)
US EPA
Crystal Mall #2
Arlington, Virginia 20460

U. S. Environmental Protection
Agency
Region IV Office
ATTN: EIS COORDINATOR
345 Courtland Street
Atlanta, Georgia 30308
Mr. Robert F. Sullivan
U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission
P. 0. Box 1863
Decatur, Alabama 35602
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NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON, D. C. 20555

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
DOCKET NO. 50-259
BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT,

UNIT NO.

1

AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE
Amendment No. 59
License No. DPR-33
1.

The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that:
A.

B.
C.

D.

E.

2.

The application for amendment by Tennessee Valley Authority (the
licensee) dated October 4, 1979 as'supplemented by letters dated
January 15, 1980 and January 29, 1980, complies with the standards
and requirements of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended
(the Act), and the Commission's rules and regulations set forth
in 10 CFR Chapter I;
The facility will operate in conformity with the application, the

provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of the Commission.
There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities authorized
by this amendment can be conducted without endangering the health
and safety of the public, and (ii) that such activities will be
conducted in compliance with the Commission's regulations;
The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the common
defense and security or to the health and safety of the public;
and
The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR Part
51 of the Commission's regulations and all applicable requirements
have been satisfied.

Specifi
Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical
and
cations as indicated in the attachment to this license amendment
to
paragraph 2.C(2) of Facility License No. DPR-33 is hereby amended
read as follows:
(2)

Technical Specifications
The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices A and B,
as revised through Amendment No. 59, are hereby incorporated
in the license. The licensee shall operate the facility in
accordance with the Technical Specifications.

8 003 1 30.1fd'i
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3.

This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance.
FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Ippohito, Chief
Thom
Operating Reactors Branch #3
Division of Operating Reactors
Attachment:
Changes to the Technical
Specifications
Date of Issuance:

February 25, 1980

ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO.
FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO.
DOCKET NO.

59

DPR-33

50-259

Revise Appendix A as follows:

numbered pages:
1. Remove the following page s and replace with identically
145/146

159/160
167/168

181/182
218/219

147/148

169/170

220/221

15/16

97/ 98
ill/ 112

149/150

17/18

131/ 132

157/158

171/172
172a

254/255
276/277
330/331

vii/viii
9/10
11/12

25/ 26
29/ 30

133/134

2. The underlined pages are those being changed; marginal lines on these pages
indicate the revised area. The overleaf pages are provided for convenience.

3.

Add the following page:
172b
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In the event of operation with the

core maximum fraction of limiting
power density (CMFLPD) greater than
fraction of rated thermal power (FKP)
the setting shall be modified as
follows:
SS(0.66W + 54%)

FRP
CMFLPD

For no combination of loop recircu
lation flow rate and core thermal

power shall the APRM flux scram trip
setting be allowed to exceed 120%
*of rated thermal power.

(Note: These settings assume operation
within the basic thermal hydraulic
design criteria.

These criteria are

LIIGR < 18.5 kw/ft for 7%7 fuel andi!
13.4 kw/ft for 8X8, 8xOR, and P8x8R
fuel, MCPR limits of Spec 3.5.k. If
it is determined that either of these
design criteria is being violated
during operation, action shall be
initiated within 15 rinutes to restore
operation within prescribed lirct;.
Surveillance requirements ýor AE
scram setpoint are given in
specification 4.1.B.

2,

APRM--When the reactor mode switch
is in the STARTUP POSITION, the
APRM scram shall be set at less
than or equal to 15% of rated power.

3.

IMl--The IKM scram shall be set at
less than or equal to 120/125 of
full scale.

B.

C~re Therr~al Power Ibimt

(}eaptor Pressure <-800 psia)
.•e: the reactor pressure is less
than or equal to 800 psia,

Amendment No.

59

B. APRM Rod Block Trip Settin-f
The APYU.; Rod block trip setting rh222
be:

SAFETY LI14IT

LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEM SETTING

-I.1

SETTING

LIMITING SAFETY

SAFETYLIMIT
FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY

2.1

FUEL CLADDING INTEGRITY

SRB< (o.66w + 4'2%)

or core coolant flow is less
than 10% of rated, the core
thermal power shall not ex

where:

ceed 823 Kit (about 25% of

RB = Rod block setting is percent

rated thermal power).

of rated thermal power (3293 MWt)
W

= Loop recirculation flow rate
in percent of rated (rated loop
recirculvlion flow rate equals
34.2 X 106 lb/hr)

In the event of oneration with
the core
maximum fraction of limiting power density
(CMFLPD) greater than fraction of rated
thermal power (FRP) the setting shall
be modified as follows:

S

C.

W-henever the reactor is in
the shutdown condition with
irr.Liated fuel in the reac
tor vessel, the water level
shall not be less than 17.7
in. above the top of the
norma'. active fuel zone.

< {o.66w + 42%}1 F

CMFLPD

C.

Scram and isoluation--> ".-,O
reactor low water
ve:;se]

D.

Scram--turbine stop < 10 percent.
valve closure
va'lve clrp'•-

E.

Scram--turbine
control valve

i n. above
zero l..-el

UI)c'i t rip or[
1.

Fast c~osiLre
cr,
1
.O (I. \. tU 'i,• .

2.

Loss of control
oil pressure

Amendment No.
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psig

F.

Scram--low con
denser vacuum

G.

Scraun--main steawt < 10 percc!it
line isolation
valve clostire

H.

Main steam isolation > 825 psi,
valve closure--nuclear system. low

pressure
10

> 550

>

23 inches
Ih4 vacuiun

SAFETY LIMIT

1.1

LIMITING SAFETY SYSTEK SETTING

Fuel Cladding Integrity

2.1

Fuel Cladding Integrity
1.

I
I

J.

K.

11

Amendment No.
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Core spray and LPCI
actuation--reactor
low water level
HPCI and RCIC
actuation--reactor
low water level
Main steam isola
tion valve closurereactor low water
level

> 378 in.

above veagel
zero

>470

in.

above vessel
zero

>470 in.
above vessel
zero

FIGURE DELETED
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.I

WfSS:

'UFt. CLADDIOC INTFCRtTY SAFETY LIMIT

The fuel cladding represents one of the physic4l barriers which separate radio
The integrity of this cladding barrier is
active materials from environs.
Although some
perforations or cracking.
from
freedom
related to its relative
cladding,
the
of
life
the
during
occur
may
cracking
use-related
or
corrosion
fission product migration from this source is incrementally cumulative and
Fuel cladding perforations, however, can result from
continuously measurable.
thermil stresses which occur from reactor operation significantly above design
While fission product migration from
conditions and the protection system setpoints.
cladding performation is Just as measurable as that from use-related cracking, the
thermally-caused cladding perforations signal a threshold, beyand which still
greater thermal stresses may cause gross rather than incremental cladding deteriora
Therefore, the fuel cladding safety limit is defined in terms of the reactor
tion.
operating conditions which can result in cladding perforation.
The fuel cladding integrity limit is set such that no calculated fuel damage would
Because fuel dazage
occur as a result of an abnormal operational transient.
is not directly observable, the fuel cladding Safety Limit is defined with margin
.to the conditions which would produce onset transition boiling (KCPR of 1.0).
This establishes a Safety Limit such that the minimum critical power ratio (MCTR)
HCPR >1.07represents a conservative margin relative to
Is no less than 1.07.
the conditions required to maintain fuel claddirg integrity.
Onset of transition boiling results in a decrease in heat transfer from the clad
and, therefore, elevated clad temperature and the possiblity of clad failure.
Since boiling transition is not a directly observable parameter, the margin
to boiling transition is calculated from plant operating parameters such as core
The margin
paver. core flow, feedwater temperature, and core power distribution.
power ratio (CPR) which
for each fuel assembly is characterized by the critical
is the ratio of the bundle power which would produce onset of transition boiling
The minimum value of this ratio for any bundle
divided by the actual bundle power.
ratio (OUCR). It is assumed that the
power
in the core is the minimum critical
plant operation is controlled to the nor.inal protective setpoints via the instru
mented variables. i.e.. normal plant operation presented on Figure 2.1.1 by the
"fnomial exnect*A flr, cnntrcol line. The Safptv Limit (OcrPR of 1.07) kna a,,fficient
conservati~m to assure that in the event of an abnormal operational transient
iniciatee from a normal operating condition (MCR > liaits specified in specification
3.5.K)more than 99.9% of the fuel
The margin between
rods in the core are expected to avoid boiling transition.
is derived
1.07
limit
safety
the
and
boiling)
transition
of
(onset
!aC-. of 1.0
in moni
uncertainties
the
of
all
considering
analysis
(ran a detailed statistical
transition
boiling
the
in
toring the core operating state including uncertainty
The uncertainties employed in deriving
corre!a'ion as described in Reference 1.
of each fuel cycle.
beginning
the
at
provided
the safety limit are

15
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.1.1

BASES
Because the boiling transition correlation is
based on a large quantity of
full
scale data there is a very high confidence that
operation or a fuel
assembly at the condition of MCPR =1.07 would
not produce boiling tran
sition.
Thus, although it is not required to establish
the safety limit
additional margin exists between the safety limit
and the actual occurence
of loss of cladding integrity.
However, if boiling transition were to occur, clad
perforation would not,
be expected.
Cladding temperatures would increase to approximately
1100OF which is below the perforation temperature
of the cladding
material.
This has been verified by tests in the General
Electric Test
Reactor (GETR) where fuel similar in design to
BFNP operated above
the critical heat flux for a significant period
of time (30 minutes)
without clad perforation.

If reactor pressure should ever exceed 1400 psia
during normal power
operating (the limit of applicability of the boiling
transition corre
lation) it would be assumed that the fuel cladding
integrity Safety Limit
has been violated.
In addition to the boiling transition limit
(MCPR - I.o6) operation is
constrained to a maximum LUCGR of 18.5 kw/ft for
7x7 fuel and 13.4 kw/ft ;or,
all 8x8 fuels. This limit is reached when the Core
Maximum Fraction of
Limiting Power Density equals 1.0 (CMFLPD - 1.0).
For the case where Core
Maximum Fraction of Limiting Power Density exceeds
the Fraction of Rated
Thermal Power, operation is permitted only at
less than 100% of rated
power and only with reduced APRM scram settings
as required by specification
2.1.A.l.
At pressures below 800 psia, the core elevation
pressure drop (0 power,
0 flow) is greater than 4.56 psi.
At low powers and flows this pressure
differential is maintained in the bypass region
of the core.
Since the
pressure drop in the bypass region is essentially
all elevation head,
the core pressure drop at low powers and flow
will always be greater
than 4.56 psi.
Analyses show that with a flow of 28X2.01 lbs/hr
bundle
flow, bundle pressure drop is nearly independent
of bundle power and has
a value of 3.5 psi.
Thus, the bundle flow with a 4.56 psi driving head
will be greater than 28x10 3 lbs/hr.
Full scale ATLAS test data taken
at pressures from 14.7 psia to 800 psia indicate
that the fuel assembly
critical power at this flow is approximately 3.35
MWt.
With the design
peaking factors this corresponds to a core thermal
power of more than
50%.
Thus, a core thermal power limit of 25% for reactor
pressures
below 800 psia is conservative.
For the fuel in the core during periods when the
reactor is shut down, con
sideration must also be given to water level requirements
due to the effect
of decay heat.
If water level should drop below the top of the
fuel during
this time, the ability to remove decay heat is
reduced.
This reduction in
cooling capability could lead to elevated cladding
temperatures and clad
perforation.
As long as the fuel remains covered with water,
sufficient
cooling is available to prevent fuel clad perforation.

16
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1.1

BA5SE
The safety limit has been established at 17.7 In. above the top of the
Irradiated fuel to provide a point which can be monitored and also pro
This point corresponds approximately to the top
vide adequate margin.
and also to the lover reactor low water
assemblies
fuel
of the actual
level trip (378' above vessel zero).

UEFFIL.NCE
1.

General Electric BWR Thermal Analysis Basis (CFTAB)
and Design Application, R'EDO 10958 and NE.DE 10958.

17
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Data, Correlation
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2?1A

RACS

,t.

J.

& K.

reactor

RCIC,

low %.-terlevel set

cio•on•

point

for InItIatlon of IifC!

m.-in steaIm Isolation valves,

and startlng•

and

IC1

putapt.

and core srry

These systems maintain adequate coolant Inventory and provide core
cooling with the objective of prcventing excessive clad temperatures.
The des•in of these systems to adequately perform the Intended func
tion is based on the specified low level scram set point and initia
tion &et points.
Transient analyses reported in Section 14 of the
TSAR demonstrate that these conditions result in adequate saaety
margins for both the fuel and the system pressure.
L.

Reference.s
1.

LUnford. P.. 3._ "Analytical Methods of Plant Transient Evaluations for
the Ceneral Electric Boiling Watcr Reactor," NEDO-10802, Feb., 1973.

2. Generic Reload Fuel Application, Licensing Topical Report.
NEDE-24011-P-A, and Addenda.

/
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preSsu e monit.or higher in the vessel. Thereffo :e, 'Oiiowifl " In- trna~nt'l
w; ioaed
concern 'that th~s so~ety limtit
that is severe enouzah to cau.se usiflS all. avai.W.'1e in'otrnstion to ~.
ation Idill be perform~ed
& calclC
mine

if the

safety limit was violated.

Vessel. Ccddc Sect~l= III
2. ?.3:7 *,oilcr and Pressure

3.

UW.S Pji-:ir. Cedie, 5ccti=f
*:semnu
..:?9ct
uSect.~cn '..2)

B31.1

-:L--!,- (2TT,.P r'ZAil
A~purt~f.SflctS 1!%chsnicol

5. Generic Reload Fuel Application, Licensing Topical Report,
N'EDE-24011-P-A and Addenda.
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2.2

BASES
REACTOR COOLANT SYSTL

INTEGRITY

To meet the safety design basis, thirteen relief valves have been
installed on the unit with a total capacity of 82.6% of nuclear boiler
rated steam flow. The analysis of the worst overpressure transient,
(3-second closure of all main steamline isolation valves) neglecting
the direct scram (valve position scram) results in a maximum vessel
pressure which, if a neutron flux scram is assumed considering
12 valves operable, results in adequate margin to the code
allowable overpressure limit of 1375 psig.
To meet the operational design, the analysis of the plant isolation
transient (generator load reject with bypass valve failure
to open)shows that 12 of the 13 relief valves limit peak system
pressure to a valUe which is well below the allowable vessel over
pressure of 1375 psig.
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TABLE 4.2.B (C-unt-'R
junctional Test
(1)

C(alibration
oacel3 months

InstrwCnt Check
none

ilstrument Channel
Reactor Low Pressure
(pS-68-93 & 94)

Core Spray Auto Sequencing Timers
(Norual Power)

(4)
(4)

(4)

LICI Auto Sequenclng "Timers
(Normal Power)
LpCI AutoSequencing Timers
(Diesel Pover)
1151 A3, 31. C3.
(normal Power)

01 Timers

311514 A3. 91, C3,
(Diesel Power)

Dl Timers

once/operat

Sngcycle

once/operating cycle
none

(4)
(4)

(4)

once/operating cycle
Done
once/operating cycle

none
owce/operating cycle

oncelOptratinlg cycle

(4)

ADS Timer
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none

none

Timers
Core Spray Auto Sequencing

(Diesel Power)

once/operating cycle

(

TABLE 4.2.1 (Continued)
Func tion

Functional Test

Calibration

(1)

once/3 months

none

Instrument Channel
Core Spray Pump Discharge
Pressure

(1)

once/3 months

nione

Core Spray Sparger to

(1)

once/3 months

once/day

Instrument Channel

lM Pump Discharge Pressure

0

!nstrument Check

MtPV
d/p

Trip System Bus Power Monitor

once/operat[ig cycle

none

N/A

IAstrnment Channel
Condensate Storage Tank Low
Level

(1)

Instrument Channel
Sappression Chamber High Level

(1)

Instrument Channel
Reactor High Uater Level

(1)

once/3 months

lnst rmut
Channel
IUCIC Turbine Steam Line High Flow

(1)

once/3 months

inst ruent Channel
ICIC Steam Line Space High
Temperature

(1)

once/3 months

once/l3 months
once/3
months

me
maeelay

-oRM

am*t

3.2

BlAS h'
A
instrumentation which Initiates
ln addition to reactor protection
han been provided which are
instrumenAtatio

scram, protective
accidents which
the consequences of
action to mitigate
terminates operator er
ability to control, or
This set of speci
beyond the operator's
consequences.
they result in serious
the primary

reactor
initiates

rors before
operation for
limiting conditions of
fications provides the
coo)ing systems, con
initiation of the core
The objectives of
system isolation function,
gas treatment systems.
standby
and
block
of the protec
trol rod
(1) to assure the effectivenesscapability to
are
Specifications
the
hby preserving its

when required
during
tive instrumentarinn
of retch systems even
t lure of aly component
11
ft
.ine
maintenance,
a
tolerate
service for
such svnterno are out of

of
periods when portions
to assure adequate per
the trip settings required
prescribe
to
inoperable for brief
and (ii)
made
be
one channel may
necessary,
When
formance.
functional tests and calibrations.
intervals to conduct required
initiate or control core
the instrumentation that
where the high
Some of the settings on
stated
explicitly
have tolerances
effect on
and containment cooling
substantial
a
and may have
critical
uoth
are
values
and low
where only the high or
of other instrumentation,
safety. The set points
are chosen at a
a direct bearing on safety, inadvertent art.ui
has
Setting
the
of
1lo.end
operating range to prevent
situations.
level away from the normal
and exposure to abnormal
involved
system
safety
the
of
tion
protective instru
valves is initiated by
for which iso
Actuation of primary containfment
conditions
the
3.2.A which senses
Table
in
.hon
mentation
be available whenever pri
Such instrumentation must
lation is required.
is required.
mary containment integrity
isolation is connected
initiates primary system
The instrtimentati'n which
in i dual bhli arr.ato.men.t
levul

set

iAtrumentation

to

trip

at

177.7"

(538"

abov,'

in

.ia1.'.
sa
p .-active
fuel closes isolation
id of'u th,
aid drains And
the top
Dlr,,rell
exhausts
bovi
Chamber
zero)
Sy.;tc:m,
veasel
'ppreLon
RIUR zeroI
the
t•rhwel L rid
ayotem.
the
. The low
2 ind 3 isol ation valves)
Clcafnup Lines (Groip

The

low water

Reactor Water

water

reactor

level

instrumentat ton that
70 1 above vessel zero)

is

set

to

above the

trip

when

reactoýr

top of the active

-ater

fuel

((4
Steam, RCTC, and HPCI
Isolation Valves and Mnin
line
Steam
Main
the
and requtrtd
closes
Details of vaive grouping
7).
settingA are
Drain Valves (Croup 1 and
trip
These
Specification 3.7.
the largest
in
closing times are given in
break
a
of
uncovery in the case
adequate to prevent core
closing time.
line assuming the maximum
to trip when reactor
instrumentation that is set
The low reactor water level
the top of the active
ahove vessel zero) above
water level is 109.7" (470"
the RCIC and HPCI,
fuel (Table 3.2.B) also inllLiate
level
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3.2

BASES
the

and trips

recirculation pumps.

The low

reactor water level inotrumentation that is set to trip when reactor
water level is 17.7" (378" above vessel zero) above the top of the active
fuel (Table 3.2.8) initiates the LPCI, Core Spray Pumps, contributes to
These trip setting
ADS initiation and sItarts: the dieel generators.
actuation hut
Hpurioun.
prevent
to
enough
high
be
to
chosenI
were
levels
low enough

to initiate

CSCS operation

8o

that post

accident

cooling can

be accomplished and the guidelines of 10 CFR 100 will not be violated.
For large breaks up

to the complete

circumferential break of a 28-inch

recirculation line and with the trip setting given above,
it initiated In time to rnett the above criteria.

CSCS initiation

The high dryweti presaure instrumentation is a diverq,- signal to the
water level instrumentation and in addition to initiating CSCS, it causeb
For the breaks dificusned
inolation of Croip-s 2 and 8 inolatiotn vnlves.
CSCS operation at about the,
above, this instrumentation will initiate
same time as the low water level instrumentation; thus the results given

above are applicable here also.
Venturis are provided in the main steam lines as a means of measuring
steam flow and also limiting the loss of mass inventory from the vesnel
The primary function of the instru
during a ateam line break accident.
For the wornt
main steam line.
the
in
break
a
mentation is to detect
case accident, main steam line break outside the drywell, a trip setting
of 140% of rated steam flow in conjunction with the flow limiters and
main steam line valve closure, limits the mass inventory loss such that
fuel is not uncovered, fuel cladding temperatures remain below 1000F
and release of radioactivity to the environs is well below 10 CFR 100
Reference Section 14.6.5 FSAR.
guidelines.
ioa iii provided III Lhe mnin utenan liiis'
motirltortlKg tnstrrtam ntt
I , tv.'tur"
in-,tt'i,
art: pio, l,.ded on Lhli
Tript
c lIii,. I to dot,.It tI-fikI, III lh.* , art afl.
"i'.
-.. t1 , c:lu ",'e lo:itire of imo lnl lIfIt val 've.
inoitt at Ion a dit whenl ex
tE In.tin 140-am l ine tunnel dettoctor L4 low ctnoL to
Io
OI
20'F
oet i LlK
dett,:ct leakt. or thie -tde-r of I) Kpn; thus, it isi capable of coveriiA; the

For large breaks, the high steam flow instru
entire spectrum of breaks.
temperature instrumentation.
tihe
to
backup
a
is
mentation
High radiation monitors in the main steam line tunnel have been provided
With
to detect pross fuel failure as in the control rod drop accident.
the established setting of 3 times normal background, and main steam
line isolation valve closure, fission product releane is limited so that
Reference
10 CFR 100 guidelines are not exceeded for this accident.
in.0mnal set point of 1.5 x
An aLlqrr, wtrn a
Section 14,6.2 FSAR.
norma I ull power ba.ckvround, is provided aiso.
Pressure instrumentatlon is provided to close the main steam isolation
valves in Run Mode when the main steam line pressure drops below 825
patg.
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•r
C- iccid !:tnof neu
*Otth 0Z' visual
¢Ct!,- ' W Tlnd••CtiO,
the optrator
coil e (t e ItCA
doe6
The
1!-re 1.
troll pro'I,!e
7he reuiremtnC of
fl..r.
iic',ron
of the tritial
tronsienct,
a:.!
that
asurec
necond
at lcojt 3 count.i pr
l value of
i
tit
:he
Thove
or
t
inn
hiould it occur, t);0.2 fintlyirs nf -ranient ' fro,
junctionn

p('Jr L,. d J-1
c:ndIttwion. Oniz otjrrbie !.?M' ch-knnt I

10-" of rxtri

o,.ild '.-) Adi luatC
.hcmoVenuoui
usfng
to rxnitor tht approach Lo c:it!:allty
A 1 in cr
od *j:'d:a.al.
partarna of scatcered con:rcol
coraoerVa•ijm.
added
an
aS
provideld
are
of two opersble SMi'a

co,'d

5.

is deslried to nuto~act-cally
The Rcd Block Monitor (RBM)
a'a.
.i
crroncou3 rod
prevent fuel danage in the event of
h-gh po-.er level
durinw
denri7y
power
high
oE
fron location:,
rnd one of these may
Tvo channels are provided.
ope:acion.
and/or :esting.
nu.!ncnance
tor
be bypdased froo the console
will block erroneous rod
Tripping of one of thz channe.ls
The tpeci
fuel da:-ae.
withdrawal ioon enauAh to prevent
conserva
rervice
of
cut
channel
one
fied res5riction3 with
to rod
due
occur
noc
will
danagc
fuel
tivTly a&ui-e that
exi3:s.
withdravdl irror3 when this condition
which results
a pattern
is
rod pattern
control
(ie,
limit,
hydraulic
being on a thermal
7
or 13.4
7x
for
18.5
of
LHGR
or
S.K
by Spe-c.
is
it
patterns,
such
of
use
During
for 8x8,8x8R,& P8x8R).
to witli
RB11 system prior
of the
testing
judged that
will
operability
its
to assure
drawal of such rods
occur.
not
does
improper withdrawal
that
assure
of the Nuclear
responsibility
the
normally
is
It
and
patterns
limiting
these
Engineer to identify
are
patterns
the
when
either
rods
the designated
to the
due
or as they develop
established
initially
than
other
in
rods
control
of inoperable
occurrence
per
to
qualified
Other personnel
patterns.
limiting
plant
the
by
designated
be
may
functions
form these
functions.
to perform these
superintendent
A limiting
the core
in
MCPR given

Scram

Insertion

Times

reactor
the
to bring
designated
rod system is
The control
damage,
fuel
prevent
to
enough
fast
rate
the
at
subcritical
The
1.07.
than
UCPR from becoming less
the
ic, to prevent
Analysis
1.
Reference
in
given
is
power transient
limiting
rates
reactivity
negative
the
shows that
transient
of this
of all
response
average
the
with
scram
the
from
resulting
the
provide
above specification
the
in
as given
drives
the
1.07.
than
greater
remains
and MCPR
protection,
required
some degradation
BWR,
On an early
plant
perforimncre occured during
tc he c"111'-e, by
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rod
of control
and was
startup

scram
determined

3.3j4.35ASYS~

Particulate material (probably
construction debris) Pti,•Ing
internal control rod
an
drive filter. The design
control rod drive (Model
of the prcLLnC
7RDB1443) is srossly
Improved by the
relocation of the filter
to a lotation

out of the acram
path: i.e., it ton iso longer
interfere with scram prfotnce,drive
even if completely blocked.
The degroded performance
of the origins1 drive
under dirty operating
(C3FD7RDD14A)
rondLtlons and the insensitivity
rede•iRned drive (CU7R.DBl44B)
of the
has been demonstrzted
sect a of engineering
by
a
teets under Oimutated
conditions. The successful
reactor optrr.tlng
actujI operating conditions performance of the ntwu driv.: undalr
conx:stently Rood In-servlce has also b,.en denonstrsted by
teet renucts for pl.h.,:o
new Irive and may be
utri.,• the
inferred fr- planty
usini: t!.u old.-r rndel
driv- with & odifled
(larger screen sLze)
inLtLi-nal flitcr "hfch
is I-so prone to plugging.
Data has been doctm--.nted
lanc. reports In various
by s-.':ii
Thern include
Oyster Creek, Monticello, operating plaits.
Dresden 2 ani DresdLn
3. App•,:!:ctely
5000 drive tests have
been recorded to date.
Follo•ing identification
of the "'plugged filtee"
frequent scram tests
problen, vtYe.
were neceessry to ensure
proper perfr.-..arce.
However, the more frequent
scram teats are no%: cLrniderce
unneces~ory and tnwise
tctri.y
for the following
1.

2.

3.

reasoz1 .:
£rratic scrat, performance
has been IdentifiCl as
obstructed drive filter
due Lo ar
in type "A" driven.
The dri.c is.
UFNP are of the new "B"
type

desisn whose scrc. Pero'.rtrnce
to unaffected by filter
condition.
The dirt load LI Primarily
released during startup
reactor when the reactor
of the
and
Its systems are first
to flows and prean'ire
subjected
and thermal atresses.
Special atten
tion and measures ,tre
now being taken to osnure
ystemlo
cleaner
. Re.ctor. with drives
Idcntical or sAmilar
itroke. smAJler pi'ton
(shorter
areas) have operated
through many
refuellng cyleas with
no sudden or erratic
changes In scram
terfor.snce. Thin preoperational
and startup testInS la
"lufficent to detect anomalous
drive perforuance.
he ?2-hour outage limit
which initiated the start
frequent scri.on teating
of the
it arbitrary, hsvInj- no
other than quantify'•ng
logical basis
a "maJor outage" which
might reasona
bly be caused by an event
so severe as to possibly
drive performance.
affect
requirement is unwise
"provides an Incentiv This
because
it
for shortcut actions
to hasten returnflir;
on line to avoid the
additional testing due
a 72-hour outage.
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ASES:
of all the
The surveilllance requirement for scram testing10%
of the control
and
outage
refueling
control rodo after each
for determining the opera
rods at 16-week intervals is adequate
to
is not so frequent as
of the control rod system yet
bility
system components.
rod
cause excEb5ive weer on the control

to the predicted scram perfor
The numerical values assigned
WR's vwith
of data from ocher
mance are based on the analysis
on browns Ferry Nuclear
control rod drives the same as those
P2ant.
the limits, but signifi
The occurrence of scrar times within
be viewed as an indica
should
cantly lorzer than the average,
rod drives especially
control
vith
tion of systematic problem
scram times exceeds
such
exhibiting
Lf the number of drives
Inoperable rods.
eight, the allowable number of
transients, 390 milliseconds
In the analytical treatment of the
reaching the scram point
sensor
neutron
a
are allowed between
This is ade
insertion.
and the start of negative reactivity
observed
typically
the
to
quate and conservative when compared
milli
70
Approximately
time delay of about 270 milliseconds.
pilot
the
point,
trip
the
reaches
secondn After neutron flux
goes to zero an
scram valve solenoid power supply voltage
control rod motion begins.
approximately 200 milliseconds later,
the allowable scrsm inser
The 200 milliseconds are included in
3.3.C.
tion times specified in Specification

In order

to

by specification
restraints

in

*

required.
used

as

perform scram time testing
the relaxation
4.3.C.1,
control
sequence
rod
the

as required
of certain
system is

be
Individual rod bypass switches may

described

in

specification

4.3.C.l.

must be known
The position of any rod bypassed

to

rod withdrawal sequence.
accordance with
be in
in
manner described
the
Bypassing of rods in
subsequent
the
allow
will
4.3.C.1
specification
to
100 percent
the
in
withdrawal of any rod scrammed
will
it
groups; however,
rod density
50 percent
the
in
rods
all
over
control
group notch
maintain
In
range.
power level
to preset
density
50 percent
the
in
rods
movement of
RSCS will prevent
addition,
range until
power level
preset
to
density
50 percent
scrammed rod has been withdrawn.
the
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3.3/4.4

BASFS:
D.

Reactivity

Anomalies

During each fuel cycle excess operative reactivity
varies as funl depletes and as any burnable poison
The magnitude
In supplementary control is burned.
may be inferred from the
of this ex i,'sq reactivity
critrcal
rod configuration.
As fuel burnup pro
gresses, anomalous behavior in the excess reactivity
rod
may be detected by comparison of the critical
to the predicted
Pattern at selected base states
Power operating base
rod inventory at that state.
conditions provide the most sensitive and directly
interpretable data relative
to core reactivity.
Furthermore, using power operating base conditions
permits frequent reactivity
comparisons.
Requiring a reactivity
comparison at the specified
frequency assures chat a comparison will be made
before the core reactivity
change exceeds 1%0 H
Deviations in core reactivity
greater than ltdkare
not expected and require thorough evaluation.
One
percent reactivity
into the core would not lead to
transients exceeding design conditions of the reactor
system.
References

I.

Generic Reload Fuel Application,
.Licensing
Topical Report, NEDE-24011-p
A and Addenda.

/•
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3,

3.5.1

SURVEILLANjCsE

CONDITIONS FO? OPF-,ATIO0

LIMITrTr

4.5.B Residual Heat Removal S"yt"'
(RHS (LPCI and Containment
Cooling)

Residunl Heat Remov- l Svetcro
LPCI and Containment
(RS
(
Cooltin)
1.

1.

The RIIRS shall be operable:
(1)

prior to a reactor
startup from a Cold
Condition; or

(2)

when there is irra

a.

b.

diated fuel in

c.

operability

=nth

M-'3n ch

0ý- cc.3/
Once/'3

If one R11K pump (LPCI mode)
IR inoperable, the reactor
may remain In operAtion for a
period not to exceed 7 days
provided the remaining RXR
pumps (LPCT mode) and both
Access pothR of zhe RHIRS
(LPCI mode) and the CSS and
the diesel gene:atora remain
operable.

59

Cyclw

Motor Opera

ted valve
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Ptn~p Opera

On cea

the

With the reactor vesael pres
sure leaR than 105 paip., the
RHRS may he removed from ser
vice (except that two RHR pu--mps
containment cooling mode and
associated heat exchangers must
remain operable) for a period
not to exceed 24 hours while
being drained of suppression
chamber quality water and
-filled with primary coolant
quality water provided that
wi-th
during cooldou-n two locps
with
loop
one
or
loop
per
one pump
two pumps, and associated diesel
generators, in the core spray syst,
are operable.

3.

Simulated
Autonatic
Actuation
Test

bility

reactor vessel and when
the reactor vessel pres
sure is greater than
atmospheric, except as
specified in specifica
tions 3.5.3.2. through
3.5.B.7 and 3.9.B.3.
2.

2LET?- L7•I.

d.

Pump 7low Rate

e.

Test Check Valve

Sn th o
Onc e1/
Cyflerati;
C ycl1e

Each
;h-1a .
=
.e5
gPm ai e
9,000 LCI
Two
rs.._•.
system preszure Df 125
s;haL'
Loop
z-'as
the
in
L,?CI pumps

deliver 15,000

.cro- a-aaint;t

'.n

indicated 3ystem prosýsnr'ý
200 psi;.
2,

An air test on the drywe.ll

Anae

torus headera and nozzlen shaIl

.,
be condiucted once/5 years.
on
pei-for'ned
be
water test may
the torus header in lieu of th.

air test.
is determined that one RHR
pump (LPCI mode) is inoperable at a
time when operability is required,
the remaining RHIR pumps (LPCI mode)
and active components in both access
paths of the RHiRS (LPCI mode) and
the CSS and the diesel generators
shall be demonstrated co be opera

3. When it

ble immediately and daily
thereafter.
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'UITI

J.3.B

r

CO:i'{ ITIONS

F(yr fi''E

•lA 'I

Renidua l Heat Rrmovai Satel'
(RKRS) (LPCI and Containment
Cooling)
4,

5.

6.

If any 2 KM pnurps
become inoperable,
shall be placed in
shutdown condition
24 oairs.

SURVEILLA.NCE

4.5.B Residual

(LPCI mode)

4.

the reactor
the cold
within

5.

Hanat RemovAl System

No additional surveillance
required.

When it it dettrmiAed th•t one
RFR pump (containment cooling
made) or L.ssociat-d heat
exchanger ia inoporable at a
time when operability in re
quired, the remaining RHR
Spumps (containment cooling mode),
the aosociated heat exchanger3
and diesel generators, and all
active componenta in the acce3s
patha of the R/I{kS (concainm!nt
cooling mode) shall be (1e,7nr%
etrated to be operable irmnediacely
and weekly thereafter untiL the
inoperable RHR pump (containment
cooiing --ode) and associated heat
exchanger is returned to normal
service.

6. When it is determined chat t-.o
RHA pumps (containment zooling
mo.e) or aaaoclat-d heac exchangerb
art inoperable at a time when
o-oerability ij required, L'
remaining RNTA pupa (containment,
cooling Lode), the nasoctated
heat exchangera, and diesel
ganerators, and all active co=
ponent3 in tht access paths of
(concai~•ent coolinx
ths .RS

If two RHR pumps (containment
cooling mode) or associatad
hest exchangers are inopers
may remain
ble, the reactir
in operation E,,r a p nrod
not to exceed 7 dayi pro
RHR puraps
vided the retnaLnin
(containment cooling =de)
and associated heat exchanSer3
access patha-of the
and all
RHRS (ccAtainment cooling mode)
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(.14

(LPCI and Containment
(R
CoolinA)

IF one RHR pump (con-ain
cooling rr)de) o.- an
mnoc
nociated heat exchanger ia
inoperable, the reaccor
may remain in operation for
a period not t. exceed 30
days providocd the remaining
RHiR pumps (containment
asso
cooling mode) and
ciated heat exchangers and
and all
diesel gneritors
access paths of the RHRS
(containment cooling mode)
are operable.

Amendment No.

4LI

L'

TING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

3.5.5 Residual Heat Removal System

(MRS) (LPCI and Containment
Cooling)

SURVE ILLANCE REQU IPL-fNTS

4.5.B Residual Heat Removal Svstý-_
(LFCI and Containment
jjMS
Cooling)
mode) shall be demonatrated
to be operable inmediately
and daily thereafter until
at least three RHR pumps
(containment cooling mode)
and associated heat exchangar5
are returnad to normal service.

are operable.

7.

If

7.

two accean paths of the

RHRS (containment cooling
mode) for each phase of the

mode (drywell sprays, sup
pression chamber sprays,
and suppression pool cooling)
are not operable, the unit
may remain in operation for a
period not to exceed 7 days

provided at least one path
or each phase of the mode
remains operable.

When it is determined that one
or more access paths of the
RHRS (containment cooling mode)
are inoperable when accegg ic
required, all active componen•n
in the access paths of the RhRS
(containment cooling ,ode) shall
ba demonstrated to be operable
immediately and all active coma
ponents in the access paths
which are not backed by a Gecond
operable access path for the
same phase of the mode (drywell
sprays, suppression chamber sprays
and suppression pool cooling)
shall be demonstrated to be opera
ble daily thereafter until the
second path is returned to nor
mal service.

8.

If specifications 3.5.B.1
through 3.5.8.7 are not met,
an orderly shutdown shall be
initiated and the reactor
shall be shutdown and
placed in the cold condition
within 24 hours.

8.

No additional surveillance
required.

9.

When the riactor vessel pres
sure is atmospheric and irra
diated fuel is in the reactor
vessel at least one RHR loop

9.

When the reactor vessel presnurz
is atmospheric, the ..MR pumni
and valves that are recuir-d to
be operable shall be demon3cratAs
to be operable monthly.

with two pumps or two loops
with one pump per loop shall
The pumps'aiso
be operable.
ciated diesel generators must
also be operable.

10.
10.

If

the conditions of specifica

tion 3.5.A.5 are met, LPCI and
containment cooling are not
required.

Amendment No.
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No additional surveillance
required.

LIMITLNG CONDLTIONS
3.5.B

SURVEILLAN'CE REQUCIf•{T, rT

FOR UPEKATION

Re.sidual Heat Removal Svstem
(RHRS) (LPCI and Containment
Cooling)
11.

4.5.B

Aien there is Irradiated fuel
in the reactor and the reactor
vessel pressure is greater than
atmospheric, 2 RHR punps and
associated heat exchangers and
valves on an adjacent unit must
be operable and capable of
supplying cross-connect capabil
ity except as specified in speci
fication 3.5.B.lZ below.
(Note:
Because cross-connect
capability is not a short term
requirement, a component is not
considered inoperable if cross
connect capability can be re
stored to service within 5

.

R?-;, idual ieat Rc';•. ,
(R U~S) (LPCI and .- it
Cooling)
11.

The RIIR puimp'; u:
cent units •hi•-h
cross-connnc-

..

,

i

.
,,ly

:,i

shall be du:;iC.
operable ,orizhiv wr,.;
cross-conierct

cnt, biLity

is required.

hours.)
12.
If one RHR pump or associ
ated heat exchanger located
on the unit cross-connection
in the adjacent unit is in
operable for any reason (in
cluding valve inoperability,
pipe break, etc.), the
reactor may remain in opera
tion for a period not to
exceed 30 days provided the
remaining RHR pump and
associated diesel generator
are operable.

12.

When it is deter=-ined
that one RHR pump or
associated heat exchanger
located on the unit cross
connection in the adja
cent unit i3 inoperable
at a time when operabil
ity is required, thc
remaining R-.R Dump and
associated heat exchanger
on the unit cross-con
nection and the associ
ated diesel generator
shall
be demons t7Z.:2'.u ,n

be

operable immediately and
every 15 davs thereafz:er
u,itil the inopersbld puck'
a-ad associated heat ex
cianger are returned to
normal service.

149
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LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

SURVEI
LLANCE REQUI
REME•NTS
REQUIREMENTS
SURVEILLANCE

LIMITING CONDITIONS FOROPERATION

13.

14.

If RHR cross-connection flow or
heat removal capability is iost,
the unit may remain in operation
for a period not to exceed 10
days unless such capability is
restored.

150
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13.

No additional surveillance
required.

14.

All recirculation pump
discharge valves shall be
tested for operability
during any period of
reactor cold shutdown
exceeding 48 hours, if
operability tests have
not been performed
during the preceding
31 days.

All recirculation pump
discharge valves shall
be operable prior to
reactor startup (or
closed if permitted
elsewhere in these
specifications).

Amendment No.
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SURVEIL.\ANCE ,lQUIRFENTS

CONmITONS FOR OPERATION

LIMITIt

3.5.F Reactor Core Isolation Cooling

4.5.F Reactor Core Isolation Cooling
2.

If the RCICS is inoperable,
the reactor may remain in
operation for a period not
to exceed 7 days if the
HPCIS Ls operable during

2.

When it is determined that the
RCICS is inoperable, the HPCIS
shall be demonstrated to be
operable immediately.

such time.
If specifications 3.5.F.1
or 3.5.F.2 are not mnet, an
orderly shti~tv.down shall be
initiated and the reactor
shall be depressurizeed to
less than 122 psig within
24 hours.

3.

.G.

G.

Automatic Dc! ressur-zation

to

Spsr
1.

Automatic Depressurization

System

1. During each operating cycle

Four of th. six valves of

the following tests shall be

the Automatic Depre.suri-

performed on the ADS:

zation System shall be
operable:

a.

Aactuation
simulatedtest
automatic
shall bu

performed prior to start.1u
after each refueling out
age. Manual surveillance
of the relief valves is
covered, in 4.6.D.2.

(1) prior to a startup
from a Cold Condition,
or,
(2)

(ADS)

whenever there is irra
diated fuel In the reactor
vessel and the zeactor

vessel prc:ssure is
than 105 psig,

greater

except as

2.

specified in 3.5.G.2 and
3.5.G.3 below.
2.

If three of the six ADS valves
are known to be incapable of
automatic 7,peratlon, the
reactor may remain in opera
tion for % period not to
ext:eed 7 days, prov;d,|d the
itrCl system is operable.
(Note tha; the pre-e:-rre
reltef fill,:Lion of these
valves is assured by
section 3.6.1) of these
specifications and rhat this
r. ion only app lies
spec • I-:,
If more
ftinct ion.)
ADlS
to the
than three of the six ADS

valves nie kn',ta

tc be Incap

opel:atnton,
able of noLomnti.,i
an irmleliiate orderly shutdown

be tnitiat,,d. ,irh the
reactor In a hot shi,!d,,ii coil
dition In 6 hour- atd in a cold
shaLl

shutdowfn condition in

following 18 hours.
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When it is determined that r,.,rc
than two of the ADS valves arc
incapabLe of automatic operatio-.
the H1FCIS shall be demonstrared
to be operable immediately i;td
daily thereafter as long as
Specification 3.5.G.2 applies.

|.IMITING

3j.5.

C-'111i'110ý

r'O

SURVEILLANCE

'PI.PA7•1ON

4.5.C AutomAtic€ TDpressurization
Syatem (ADS)

Aut•.:ttc Denret!-riz~t1Qn
(ADiS)

Systyrs

3.

If

specifications

REV1RUTME.NTS

3.5.G.1

and 3.5,G.2 cannot be met,
an orderly shutdovn will be
initiated

And

the reActor

vesscl preossre slall be
reduced to 105 psig or less

wLliirn 24 hours.
Ht. M.11ntenAnre

H.

of Filled Dischorge

Motintenance. of Filled Dlischarge
pipe

Whenever the core spray systems,
*IPCI, or RCKC.are required
idC,
to be operable, the discharge
pipintg from the pump discharge
of these eystems to the last
block valve shall be filled.

The following surveillance require
nents shall be adhered to to assure
that the discharge piping of the
core spray systems, LPCI, HPC1, and
RCIC are filled:

1s8

bDtTii4
3,5.H

'SUkVF:LLANCr Kit11!'.•|NTS

CONITITS FOR OPFRATtO

MAintenanC

of

Pine

Filled Discharge

4.5.H

Maintenance
1.

ve suction of the RCIC and HPCI Pumps
jA.l• be aligned to the condensate
tank, and the pressure suppresstorae
sion chanber head tank shall normally

Psig
48 psig

?1-714-65

48 psig

2.

?iz

Every month prior to the r~t±tt&
of the PXRS (LPCI and ContainmCet
Spray) and core spray systems, the
discharge piping oa these systems

Following any period where the LCI
or core spray systezs have not bein
the dis sys
to be ofoperable,
the inoperable
required
charge piping
high
tem shall be vented from the
point prior to the return of the
system to service.

3.

RCIC system 1i
Whenever the htCI or
from the
-i
I.-"

condensate storage tank, the dis
RCIC
charge piping of the HPCI and
point
higb
the
from
vented
be
shall
observed
of the system and water flow

i. Average Planar Linear Heat Generation
Rate
the
During steady state power operation,
Generation
Heat
Planar
Average
Maximum

on a monthly basis.

as
Rate (KAPLHGR) for each type of fuel
exposure
planar
average
of
a function

4.

shall not exceed the limiting value

s~hown in Tables
V at any time during operation it

Discharge

shall be vented from the high point
-Anwater flow determined.

be aligned to serve the discharge piping
of the PXR and CS pumps. The condensate
the RHR
head tanL% may be used to serve
and CS discharge piping if the PSC head
tank is unavailable. The presau-e
the R
ind(icators on the discharge of
not less
indicate
shall
pumps
CS
and
8elow
b
psi.8
!i8
pj-T5-20
than lst5ed

?l-7T5-6
PI-74-51

of Filled

When the RI.RS and the CSS aralre
pressure
qulred to be operable, the
dis
indicators which conLtor the

charge lines shall be monitored

is

daily and the pressure recorded.

that
.duteruined by normal surveillance

being
the limiting value for APLHGR is
with

exceeded, action shall be initiated
to
in 15 minutes to restore operation
the
If
limits.
prescribed
,'1thim the
the
AUPLUGI is not returned to within
hours,
(2)
prescribed limits within two to the
Cold
brought
be
shall
reactor
the
hours.
36
Shutdown condition within

Heat OenerA
Maxinmum Average Planar Linear
(,APLNLCR)
tion Rate
fuel a. a fu.ic
The WALHEC for each type of
shall be
xpoasura
planar
average
tiOn of
operation
reactor
determined daily during
poer.
thermal
rated
at 3 25%

Z,

Surveillance and corresponding action

operation
shall continue until reactor
limits.
is within the prescribed
(LIHCR)
the
During steady state power operation,
of
(LHGR)
rate
generation
linear heat

J. Linear Heat Generation Rate

J.

any
any rod it any fuel assembly at

Generation Rate (LHWC)

haljht shall
The LHCR as 4 function of core

the
axial location shall not e*.ceed
by
calculated
as
LHGR
allowable
maxism
the following equation:

reactor operaz:ion at
be checked daily during pcwr.
thermal
' 252 rated
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Linear Heat

"LIMIINGCONDITIONS

OPERATION

I

SURV

,LANCE REQUIREMENTS

'LHGR
- (P/P)
(L/LT)
max
max
LHGR = Design LHGR = 18.5 kW/ft for 7x7 fuel
d
=13.4 kW/ for 8x8 fuel
8x8R and P8x8R fuel
QP/P)
= Maximum power spiking penalty
LHGR

- 0.026 for 7x7 fuel
- 0.022 for 8x8,8x8R and P8x8R fuel
LT = Total core length = 12.0 ft for 7x7 fuel
and 8x8
=

12.5 ft for 8x8, 8x8R & P8x8R
L = Axial position above bottom of core
If at any time during operation it is deter
mined by normal surveillance that the limitin
value for LHGR is being exceeded, action shal L
be initiated within 15 minutes to restore
operation to within the prescribed limits.
If the LHGR is not returned to within the
prescribed limits within two (2) hours, the
reactor shall be brought to the Cold Shutdown
condition within 36 hours. Surveillance and
corresponding action shall continue until
reactor operation is within the prescribed
limits.
K.

Miimum Critical Power Ratio (MCPR)
From BOC to EOC-2OOOMWO/T
the MCPR operating limit for BFNP 1 cycle 4
is 1.23 for 7x7 fuel, 1.24 for 8x8 fuel,
and 1.25 for 8x8R and P8x8R fuel.
These
limits apply to steady state power operation
at rated power and flow.
For core flows
other than rated the MCPR shall be greater
than the above limits times Kf.
Kf is the
value shown in Figure 3.5.2.
From EOC
-2000 to EOC the MCPR limits will be 1.23,
1.27, and 1.28 for 7x7, 8x8 and 8x8R/P8x8R
respectively.
If at any time during oper
ation it is determined by normal surveill
ance that the limiting value for MCPR is
being exceeded, action shall be initiated
within 15 minutes to restore operation to
within the prescribed limits.
If the steady
MCPR is not returned to within the pre
scribed limits within two (2) hours, the
reactor shall be brought to the Cold
Shutdown condition within 36 hours,
surveillance and correspouding action shall

continue until reactor operation is within
the prescribed limits.
L.

Reporting Requirements
If any of the limiting values identified
in Specifications 3.5.1, J, or K are
exceeded and the specified action is
taken, the event shall be logged and
reported in a 30-day written report.
* 12.5 feet for 8x8R fuel
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K.

Minimum Critical Power Ratio
(MCPR)

MCPR shall be determined daily
during reactor power operation at
25% rated thermal power and
following any change in power level
or distribution that would cause
operation with a limiting control
rod pattern as described in the
bases for Specification 3.3.

).3.G

AAuteat~ic bopreesur1tatto, system ("s)_
Thie epectficstion ensures the operability of the ADS wnder all
condl
timoe for which the depressurization of the
nuclear system to "m eesen
tiel Tesponat to station abnormalittea,
The nuclear system pressurs relief system provides
automatic sucloar
system depressurizarlon for small breaks In
the
nuclear
system so that
the low-pressure coolant lajection (LrCT) and
the core spray subesystems
cam opresse to protect the fu(e barrter. Note
that this opweifiLat~Un
applies eoly to the automatic feature of the
pressure rollsf system.
Spectficatien

3.6.0 specifies the requireaments

for the pressure relief
fuection of time valves.
It Is possible for any number of the valves
1e06i.f.e to the ADS to be Incapable of performinA
their ADS functions
because

of Instrumentatlon failure@ yet be fUlly
ca"eblo of perfelom•a
their pressure relief function.

Secaute the eutomcac depressuristaclon
system does not provide makeup to
the reactor primary vessel, so credit Is
taken for the steam cnolin of
the cars caused by the systesi actuation
to provide further conaervotts

to the CS3S.
With two ADS valves known to be incapable of automatic
"valves remain operable to perform their ADS function, operation, four

The ECCS loss
of-coolant accident analyses for small line breaks assumed
that fou
of the six ADS valves were operable. Reactor operation
with three ADS
valves inoperable is allowed to continue for seven days
provided
that the HPCI system is demonstrated to be operable.
Operation
with
more than three of the six ADS valves inoperable is not
acceptable.
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3.5

fASKS

1..5.1

,•ai.Lcn.nce of Filled fisch.irfe_ rir,e
RCICS are not
if the discharge piping of the core spray, LPCI, HPCIS, and
and/or
pump
the
when
piplng'
this
in
filled, a water hammer can develop
to ensure
and
piping
discharge
the
to
damage
minimize
To
started.
are
pumps
Specific4tion
Technical
this
systems,
added martin in the operation of these
requires the discharge lines to be filled whenever the system is in an
If a discharge pipe is not filled, the pumps that supply
operable condition.
to be InoperAble for Technical Specification pur
assumed
be
that line must
poses.

The core spray and RHR system discharAe pipinx high point vent is visually
checkeJ for water flow once a month prior to testing to ensure that the
The visual checking will avnid starting the core spray or
lines are filled.
Ta addition to the visual
RilM system vith a discharge line not ftilled.
other than prior to testing,
line
discharge
filled
a
ensure
to
and
obserration
a pressure suppression chamber head tank is located approximately 20 feet above
The
the discharge line highpoint to supply makeup water for these systems.
condensate head tank located approximately 100 feet above the discharge high
point serves as a backup charging system when the pressure suppression chamber
System discharge pressure indicators are used to
head tank is not in service.
The indicators
determine the water level above the discharge line high point.
and 45
point
high
the
at
level
water
a
for
psig
30
approximately
villreflect
psig for a water level in the pressuresuppression chamber head tank and are mcn
itored daily to ensure that the discharge lines are filled.

in their norm.al standhv cnndition, the suction for the HPCI and RCIC
uhynically at a
I-.sps are Alig.ncd to the condensate storage t.ink. which is
thAt the 11PCt
ass•ir•es
This
pipinr..
RCICS
and
IIPCIS
hi.her elevattnn tha.n the
Further assurance is provided by
and RCIC discharge pipin', remains filled.
observin.g vwner flow from these systems hig.h points monthly.

"When

3.3.!.

faximul

L-varaae Planar Liunear Heat Generation

UR.atd

XAPLHGR)

the
This specification assures that the peak cladding temperature following
the
exceed
not
will
accident
postulatced design basis loss-of-coolont
limit specified In the IOCFYRO, Appendix K.

The peak cladding temperature following a postulated loss-of-coolAnt acci
the
dent is primarily a function of the average heat generation rate of all
second
depcndcnt
only
is
and
location
axial
any
at
rode of a fuel assembly
Since ex
arily on the rod to rod power distribution within an assembly.
pected local variations in pocwr distribution withln a fuel assemibly affect
the calculated peak clad te.,peracure by less than A 200F relative to the
peak temperature for a typical fuel design, the limit on the avcrage linear
heat generation race is sufficicnt to assure chat calculated temperatures
are within the 10CFR50 Appendix K limit. The limiting value for MAPLUGR
is
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shown in

Tables 3.5.1-i,

-2,
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-3,

-4,

-5,

-6,

and -7.per

reference

4.

Lne-r iHeat Ceneration Rate

3.*.J.

(T}ICR)

rod
linear heat getier^tion rate in any
This opecification assures that the
den.4ification
pellet
fuel
If
is less than the desiGn linear heat Ceneration
the inal
on
The power spike penalty specified is hased
is postulated.
References
in
modified
as
1
yale prrsentod in Section 3.2.1 of Reference
varJitioI Wn axial, gaps be
2 and 3, and assunies a linanrly IncreasinC
with a 95% confideice, th-'t no more
tve-n core bottom and top, and assures
heat Cencration rate due to po'er
lio.ar
denirn
the
thin one fuel rod Crcceds
be checked daily dur
IcijthL shall
of cure
The LHICh a:; a finction
pIkSinC.
fuel burnup, or cont
at > 25% power to determine if
InS reactor opcrt.ion
Vor LVCR to be
power distribution.
rod movvnient has causcd changcs in
trol
have to be
would
MTPF
the
power,
thermal
a liaitigla value below 25% rated
margin when employing
considerable
a
by
precluded
is
which
10
greater than
nLcrmissible

cont.rol rod

Mi.nimum Critical

3.5..

Pcrer Ratio

pattern.
(MCR)

than or equal to 25:, the reactor will be
At core thzrm-Al power levels lees
pump speed aMi the moderator void content
operating at minimum recirculation
deaignated control rod patterns which may be em
For all
will be very nwli.
point. operating plant experience and thermal hydraulic anal
ployed at this
of requirements
ysis indicated that the resulting MCPR value is in excess
low void content, any inadvertent core
Wdith this
by a conrsderable margin.
mode rela
flow increase would only place operation in a more conservative
above 25% rated thermal
The daily requirement for calculating XCP?
tive to NCPR.
shifts are very slow when there
distribution
since Poer
power is sufficient
The requirement for
power or control rod changes.
have not been significant
ensure& that
approached
is
pattern
rod
control
limiting
a
when
".CPR
celculatinS
of
be kcown following a change in power or power shape (regardless
MCPA will
magnitude) that could place operation at a thermal limit.

3.5.L.

Requiremen'ts

Reportitng

conditions are
The LCO'a associated with monitoring the fuel rod operating
time in which
allowable
na
is
there
i.e.,
times,
required to be met at all
11GR, end
the plant can knorwngly exceed the limiting vnlue.; for (AP1LRGR,
ePnd .K.
3.5.I,.J,
Specifications
in
stated
as
It a requirement.
It
MCPR.
power operatien, it is determined
that if at any tize during steady state
values for TVPLHCR, LHGR, or MCPR are exceeded action is
that the liciting
This
to restore operation to within the prescribed limits,
then initiated
that an operating 1iw
indicates
surveillance
normal
as
soon
as
initiated
is
action
beyond a specified
opertlon
Fach event involving steady state
has been reached.
it
t•z•L
It must oe reccgnlzo
limit shall be logged and reported quarterly.
(XAPU.CR,
paraztteza
the
of
any
return
would
wh-ch
action
an
always
is
there
Under
reduction.
LUCR, or MCPR) to within prescribed limits, namely power
not be the only alter-ative.
will
most circumstances, this

M.
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4.5

Core and Containment Cooling Systems StirveLlla..cz Frequencies

The testing interval for the core and containment .. ,llnA systems is based
on industry practice, quantitative reliability analysis, judgement and
The oars cooling systems have not been designed to be fully
practicality.
For example, in the case of the HPCI, automatic
testable during operaticn.
initiation during power operation would result in pumping cold water into
Complete ADS testing during
the reactor vessel which is not desirable.
To increase
power operation causes an undesirable loss-of-coolant inventory.
the availability of the core and containment cooling system, the components
which smake up the system: i.e., instrumentation, pu-nps, valves, etc., are
The pumps and motor operated injection valves are also
tested frequently.
A sinulated automatic actua
tested each month to assure their operability.
tion test once each cycle combined with monthly tests of the pimmps and injec
tion valvep is deemed to be adequate testing of these systems.
When components and subsystems are out-of-service, overall core and contain
ment coolinA reliahility in maintained by demonstrating the operability of
The de.rec of operability to be demonstrated depends
the remaining equipment.
For routine
on the nature of the reason for the out-of-service equipment.
out-of-service periods caused by preventative maintenance, etc., the pump and
vAlve operability checks will be performed to demonstrate operability of the
However, if a failure, design deficiency, cause the
remaining components.
outage, then the demonstration of operability should be thorough enough to
For example, if an out-of
assure that a generic problem does not exist.
service period was caused by failure of a pump to deliver rated capacity
due to a design deficiency, the other pumps of this type might be subjected
to a flow rate test in addition to the operability checks.
Whenever a CSCS system or loop is made inoperable because of a required
test or calibration, the other CSCS systems or loops that are required to be
operable shall be considered operable if they are within the required surveil
lance testing frequency and there is no reason to suspect they are inoperable.
If the function, syntem, or loop under test or calibration is found inoperable
or exceeds the trip Level setting, the LCO and the required surveillance
testing for the system or loop ahdll apply.
Redundant operable components are subjected to increased testing during equip
mot out-of-service times. This adds further conservatism and increases
assurance that adequate cooling is available should the need arise.

Maximum Average Planar LHCR, LHGR,
The KAPULGR, LUGR, and MCPR
or control rod movement has
due to burnup are slow, and
check of power distrLbution

and MCPR

shall be checked daily to determine if fuel burnup,
Since changer
caused changes in power distribution.
only a few control rods are moved daily. a daily
Is adequate.
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Table 3.5.1-1
MAPLHGR VERSUS AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE
Fuel Type:

Average Planar
Exposure
(Mwd/t)

Initial Core

-

Type 1 & 3

MAPLHGR
(kW/f t)

200

15.0

1,000

15.1

5,000

16.0

10,000

16.3

15,000

16.1

20,000

15.4

25,000

14.2

30,000

13.1
Table 3.5.1-2
MAPLHGR VERSUS AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE
Fuel Type:

Average Planar
Exposure
(,Mwd/t)

MAPLHGR
(kW/ft)

200

15.6

1,000

15.5

5,000

16.2

10,000

16.5

15,000

16.5

20,000

15.8

25,000

14.5

30,000

13.3
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Initial Core

-

Type 2

Table 3.5..1-3
NMAPLHGR VERSUS AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE
Fuel Type:

Average Planar
Exposure
(Mwd/t)

8D274L

MAPLHGR
(kW/ft)

200

11.2

1,000

11.3

5,000

11.9

10,000

12.1

15,000

12.2

20,000

12.1

25,000

11.6

30,000

10.9
Table 3.5.1-4
MIAPLHGR VERSUS AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE
Fuel Type:

Average Planar
Exposure
(Hwd/ 0)

bIAPLHGR
(kW/f t)

200

11.1

1,000

11.2

5,000

11.8

10,000

12.1

15,000

12.2

20,000

12.0

25,000

11.5

30,000

10.9
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8D274H

TABLE 3.5.-1-5
MAPLHGR VERSUS AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE
Fuel Type: 8DR265H
Average Planar
Exposure

(MWd/t)

MAPLHGR
(kw/ft))
11.5

200
1000

11.6
11.9
12.1.

5000
10,000

12.1

15,000

11.9
11. 3

20,000
25,000
30,000

10.7

TABLE 3.5.1-6
MAPPHGR VERSUS AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE
Fuel Type: 8DR265L
Average Planar
Exposure
(MWd/t)

MAPLHGR
(kw/ ft)

11.6
11.6

200
1000
.5000
10,000

12.1
12.1
12.1

15,000

11.9

20,000
25,000

11. 3

10.7

30,000.

172-a
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TABLE 3.5.1-7
MAPLHGR VERSUS AVERAGE PLANAR EXPOSURE
Fuel Type:

Average Planar
Exposure
(MwO/t)

MAPLI{GR
((w/ f t)
11.2
11.3
11.8
12..0
12.0
11.8
11.2
10.8

200
1000
5000
10000
15000
20000
25000
30000

172-b
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P8DR284L

).4.CMPTO

'

rOIU'

RATIMI

SURvtLLANrri, --I--,.

F- T

_
.eak.r
4.6.C Coolant

.

I( the condition in I or 2
ýove cannot be met,
4hutdoun

3hall be

an orderly

initiated

D.

and the reactor shall be shut
down in the Cold Condition

Relief Valves

within 2/. hoters.

2. Approxinv•tely orfe-ha!! of all
relief valve3 shall be bench
checked
: replaced vith a
bench-checked valve each cpea
tine cycle.
All 13 valves
w'l have
been checked or replaccd upo..
the cooolecion of every second
cycle.

Relief Valves

D.

I.

When more than one valve,
Is known. to
be failed, an ordery shut
dow•n shall he inictiated and
the reactor depressurized to
leas than 105 psiu
within 24
hours.
2.

Once durin$ each operating
cycle, each relief valve shall
be manu:ally opened until ther-.
couples downstream of the vplve
indicate atexx is flowipg froa
the valve.

3.

The Int~egrity of the relief
valve bellows shall be
continuously monitored.

4.

.Jet

PUPS

5.

3. Whenever the reactor to in the
startup or run modes, all Jet
pumps shall be operable.

If

Is detemined chat a jet
pump to Inoperable, or it two
or more Jet pump flow Lnecru
it

sent failure, occur
sot

and can

be corrected within 12

hours.

Jet NUaps
1.

Whenever there is recitculation
flow •ith the reactor In the
startup or run codes vith both
recirculacton pumps ruanl;.
jet pump operability shall be
chocked daily by verifying that
the follovin; condi:lons do nat
occur simultaneously:

en ords.rly ihutdom.

shall be Int:i2ted and the
reactor shall be ohutdown in
the Cold Condition vithin 24

hours.
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At least one relief valve sball
be disassemblcd and iazpe--:¢d
each operating cycle.

a.

The two recirculatcon loops
have a (low imbalance of
1M2 or orte when the pueps
are operated aS the sace
speed.

RVNt r

SURVEXLLAHC tt
4.A.E Jet Vunps.

3.6.TJet

6.

kum, Flov M6isatch

The ludicated ,alue .0 core
Slow rate varies ftro the
value 4erived fro. loop
haoy saeasuresents by core
than 10%.

c.

The diffuser to ljo~er plrnuM

4ifferential pressure read
Ipmx

aanan -idividual jet
ong
varies from the mean

*f all

••dferan
let V=p

tial pressures by more theA

10%.
Whenever there 1. recirculatlon
flow with the reactor in the
Startup or Rum Mtode and one rT

2.

1. The reactor shall not be

clrcilatLon pump i•

operated with one recirculation
loop out of service for more
than 24 hours. With the reactor
operating, if one recirculation
loop is out of service, the
plant shall be placed in a hot
shutdown condition within
24 hours unless the loop is
sooner returned to service.

'2,-Pollouring one pi=P operation,
the discharge -valve of the low,.
speed p=p may not be opened
vnless the speed of the faster
Vmp is less than 50%of its

operating

with the equalizer valve closed,
"he diffuser to lover plenum
-differential -pressure shall b!
.checked daily and the differen
tial T•ressure of an individual
jetp ump In a loop shall not
vary fron the cean of all let
pressures in
jpp .differential
that loop by sort than
1.

i0:.

Jet Pump Flow tfisntch
1.

rated -peed.

Recirculation. pump .upeeds shall
be checked amd logged at least
once -per day.

3. Steady state operation with both
recirculation pumps out of ser
vice for up to 12 hrs is per
mitted. During such interval
restart of the recirculation
umps Is permitted, provided the
oop discharge temperature is
Vithin 75°F of the saturation
temperature of the reactor
vessel water as determined by
dome pressure.
C.

Struccural
1.

G.

Structural Integrit!
1.

The structural integrity of
the primary system shall be
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Txble 4.6.A together vith *up
plementar7 notes, specifies the

3.6/4.6

BASES:

The basis for the equilibrium coolant iodine activity limit is a
computed dose to the thyroid of 36 rem at the exclusion distance during
This dose is computed
the 2-hour period following a steam line break.
with the conservative assumption of a release of 140,000 lbs of coolant
prior to closure of the isolation valves, and a X/Q value of 3.4 x
10-4 Sec/m 3 .
The maximum activity limit during a short term transient is established
from consideration of a maximum iodine inhalation dose less than 300 rem.
The probability of a stean, line break accident coincident with an iodine
concentration transient is significantly lower than that of the accident
alone, since operation of the reactor with iodine levels above the
equilibrium value is limited to 5 percent of total operation.
the
The sampling frequencies arc established in order to detect
equilibrium
the
exceed
nay
occurrence of an iodine transient which
concentration limit, and to assure that the maximum coolant iodine
Additional sampling is required
concentrations are not exceeded.
transients, since present
off-gas
and
changes
following power
is related to
phenomenon
peaking
iodine
the
that
data indicate
these e,-ents.
3.6.C/4.6.C

Coolant

l.eakage

Allovahle leakare rates of coolant from the reactor coolant system have been
baoed on the predicted and experimentally observed behavior of cracks in
pipes and on the ability to makeup coolant system leakage in the event of
The normally expected background leakage due to
lose of offaite a-c power.
capability for determining coolant sys
detection
equipment design and the
The behavior
tem leaknKe wvre a1oe considered in establishing the limits.
inves
analytically
and
of crackm In piping nystems has been experimuentally
System
Coolant
Primary
Reactor
tiRated ni part of the VISArC sponsored
Work utilizing the data obtained in
Rupture Study (the Pipe Rupture Study).
crack can be detected before the
a
from
leakage
that
this study indicates
by mecnanically or thermally
size
critical
or
dangerous
a
to
crack growscracking or some other mechanism
corrosion
stress
or
loading,
cyclic
induced
This evidence suggests that for leak
characterized by gradual crack growth.
the
age somewhat greater than the limit specified for unidentified leakage,
leak
such
with
associated
cracks
or
probability is small that imperfections
However, the establishment of allowable unidentified
age would grow rapidly.
given in 3.6.C on the basis of the data presently
that
than
leakage greater
because of uncertainties associated with the
premature
he
would
available
For leakage of the order of 5 gpm, as specified in 3.6.C, the experi
data.
mental and analytical data suggent a reasonable margin of safety that such
leakage magnitude would not result from a crack approaching the critical
Leakage less than the magnitude specified can be
size for rapid propagation.
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ss
detectcd rcnscnably in a -.atter of few hours utilizing the available
leakage detection schemes,

and if

the crigin cannot be determined in a

reasonably short time the =uit should be shut down to allow further
investigation and corrective action.

The total leakage rate consists of all leakaEs, identified and unidenti
fied, which flows to the drywell floor drain and equipment drain sunps.
The capacity of thc dr~crell floor sum:p purm is 50 gpm and the capacity
of the dr:,7.ell eruip•ient su:v pump is PI.so 50 r-:% Re'oval of 25 gpm
from either of these sumps can be accomplished with considerable margin.
RErE RE7:CES
1. Nuclear System Leakage Rate Limits (BE,? FSAR Subsection 4.l0)
3.6.D/4.6.D

Relief Valves

To meet the safety basis thirteen relief valves have been
installed on the unit with a total capacity of 8Z.6tof
nuclear boiler rated steam flow. The analysis of the
worst overpressure transient, (3-second closure of all main
steam line isolation valves) neglecting the direct scram
&alve position scram) results in a maximum vessel pressure
which, if a neutron flux scram is assumed considering 12
valves inoperable, results in adequate margin to the code
allowable overpressure limit of 1375 psig.
To meet operational design, the analysis of the plant isolation
transient (generator load reject with bypass valve failure to
open) shows that 12 of the 13 relief valves limit peak system
pressure to a value which is well below the allowed vessel over
pressure of 1375 psig.
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3.6/4.6

BAStS:

valve operation shows that a testing of
Experience in relief
is adequate to detect failures or
year
50 percent of the valves per
vblves are benchtested every
relief
The
deteriorations.
second operating cycle to ensure that their set points are vithin the
The relief valves are tested in place once per
+ I percent tolerance.
that they will open and pass steam.
establish
operating cycle to
The requirements established above apply when the nuclear tystam can be
These requirementi are applicable
pressurized above ambient conditions.
at nuclear system pressures below normal operating pressures because
abnormal operational transients could possibly start at these conditions
However, these
such that eventual overpressure relief would be needed.
those stnrting
than
pressure,
of
terms
in
severe,
less
much
are
transients
The valves need not be functional when the vessel
at rated conditions.
head is removed, since the nuclear system cannot be pressurized.
REFERENCES
1.

Nuclear System Pressure Relief System (3FNP FSAR Subsection 4.4)

2.

Amendment 22 in response to ABC Question 4.2 of December 6, 1971.

3.

"Protection Against Overpressure" (ASHE Boiler and Pressure Vessel
Code, Section I11, Article 9)

4•.

Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant Design Deficiency Report--Target Rock
Safety-Relief Valves, transmitted by J. E. Gilleland to F. E. Kruesi,
August 29, 1973.
Generic Reload Fuel Application, Licensing Topical Report,

5.

NEDE-24011-P-A and Addenda.
3.6.E/4.6.E

Jet Pumos

Failure of a jet pump nozzle sasembly holddown mechanism, nozzle asrembly
and/or riser, would increase the cross-sectional flow area for blow'own
following the design basis double-ended line break. Also, failure o! the
diffuser would eliminate the capability to reflood the core to two-thirds
height level following a recirculation line break. Therefore, if a !ailure
occurred, repairs must be made.
Vich the two recirculation pumps
+ 5 percent, the flow rates in both recircula
If the
by control room monitoring instruments.
differ by more than t0 percent, riser and nozzle
verified.

"The detection technique is as follows.
balanced in speed to within
tion loops will be verified
two flow rate values do not
assembly integrity has been
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3.(,/4.6

iIASP.S:

If they do differ by ].0 percent or more, the core flow rate measured by the
pressure system must be checked against the
jet pump diffuser differential
measured values of loop flow to core flow
the
from
derived
rate
flow
core
If the difference between measured and derived core flow rate
correlation.
is 10 percent or more (with the derived value higher) diffuser measurements
pump
will be taken to define the location within the vessel of failed jet
If the potential
shut down for repairs.
and the unit
nozzle (or riser)
blowdown flow area is increased, the system resistance to the recirculation
pump is also reduced; hence, the affected drive pump will "run out" to a
substantially higher flow rate (approximately 115 percent to 120 percent
If th-t two loops are balanced in flow at the
for a single nozzle failure).
Any
name pump speed, the resistance characteristics cannot have changed.
plant
the
by
indicated
be
would
rates
imbalance between drive loop flow
In addition, the affected jet pump would provide a
process instrumentation.
The reverse
leakage path past the core thus reducing the core flow rate.
a positive
by
indicated
be
still
would
pump
jet
flow through the inactive
pressure but the net effect would be a slight decrease (3 per
differential
This decrease, together
core flow measured.
cent to 6 percent) in the total
correlation between
of
lack
in
a
result
would
increase,
flow
loop
with the
pump diffuser
Finally, the affected jet
measured and derived core flow rate.
pressure signal would be reduced because the backflow would be
differential
less thAn the normal forward flow.
A nnzzle-rlser system failure could also generate the coincident failure of
The lack of
a jet pump diffuser body: however, the converse is not true.
pump diffuser body makes failure impossible
any substantial stress in the jet
nozzle-riser system failure.
without an initial

3.6.F/4.6.F

Jet Pump Flow Mismatch
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,NOTES rOR TABLE 3.7.A

Kayo

0 - Open
C -Closed
SC - Stays Closed
GC - Goes Closed

Note:

Isolation groupings are as follows:

Group 1:

by any one of the folloVing
The valveo in Group 1 are actuated
conditions:

1. Reactor Vessel Low Water Level (470")
Main Steamline High Radiation

2.

Main Steamline High Flow
Main Steamline Space High Temperature
5.r Main Steamline Low Pressure

3.
4.

Group 2:

any of the following
The valves in Group 2 are actuated by
conditions:

1. Reactor Vessel Low Water Level (538")
High Dryvell Pressure
2.
Group 3:

any of the following
The valves in Group 3 are actuated by
conditions:
1.
2.
3.

Group 4:

of the following
The valves In Group 4 are actuated by any
conditions:
1.

2.
3.
Group 5:

HPCI Steamline Space High Temperature

HPCI Steamline High Flow
11PCI Steamline Low Pressure

of the following
The valves in Group 5 are actuated by any

condition:
i.

RCIC Steamline Space High Temperature

2.

RCIC Steamline High Flow

3.
Group 6:

Reactor Low Water Level (538")
Reactor Water Cleanup System High Temperature
Temperature
Reactor Water Cleanup System High Drain

RCIC Steamline Low Pressure

The valves in
conditions:
1.
2.
3.

Group 6 are actuated by any of the following

Reactor Vessel Low Water Level (538")
High Drywell Pressure
Reactor Building Ventilation Hish Radiation
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Group 7:

The valves in Group 7 are automatically actuated by only the

following condition:
1.

Group 8:

Reactor vessel low water level (470")

The valves in Group 8 are automatically actuated by only the
following condition:
2.

High Drywell pressure
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BASES
it, the rJi&ed aolphoard

environmen: on the,

Savannah.._0;iL 3726).

Pres

sure drop across the cornhined IIEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers of less
than 6 inche; of water at~the system de'1-n flow rate will indicate that the
1w cxcessive amountc of foreign natter.
1o,,ed
and :,k•nrhir.; art not c
filters
dei•4rlbutijo should be determined
air
and
drop
pr,•sre
lieater capabil]ity,
at least once per operating. cycle to show system performance capability.
The frequency of tests and sample analysis are necessary to show that the
Tests of the
and charcoal adsorbers can perform as evaluated.
HEPA filters
charcoal adsorbers with halogenated hydrocarbon refrigerant shall be per
Todine renoval efficiency
with USAFC report DP-1082.
formed in accordanceRDT
The charcoal adsorber efficiency
Standard Il-16-1T.
tests shall follow
test procedures should allow for the removal o
emptying of one bed from the tray, mixing the adsorbent thoroughly and obtaining
Each sample should be at least two inches in diameter
at least two samples.
if test results are unacceptable,
thickness of the bed.
the
to
and a length equal
an adsorbent qualified
with
replaced
be
shall
system
the
in
adsorbent
all
The replacement tray for the
according to Table 1 of Regulatory Guide 1.52.
Tests
adsorber tray removed for the test should meet the same adsorbent quality.
AISI
to
accordance
in
performed
with DOP aerosol shall be
of the HEPA filters
found defective shall be replaced with filters
Any HEPA filters
N510-1975.

qualified pursuant to Regulatory Position C.3.d of Regulatory Guide 1.52.
All elements of the heater should be demonstrated to be functional and
Operation of each filter train for
operable during the test of heater capacity.
a minimum of 10 hrs each month will prevent moisture buildup in the
filters and adsorber system.
With, doors closed and fan in operation, DOP aerosol shall be sprayed externally
along the full linear periphery of each respective door to check the gasket
seal. Any detection of DOP in the fan exhaust shall be considered an
unacccptable test result and the gaskets repairs and test repeated.

If significant painting, fire or chemical release occurs such that the HEPA
filter or charcoal adsorber could become contaminated from the fumies, chemicals
or foreign material, the same tests and sample analysis shall be performed
as required for operational use. The determination of significant shall be
Knowledgeable staff
made by the operator on duty at the time of the incident.
determination.
this
making
members should be consulted prior to
Demonstration of the automatic initiation capability and operability of
If one
filter cooling is necessary to assure system performance capability.
tested
be
systensmust
other
the
inoperable,
is
system
treatment
standby gas
This substantiates the availability of th4 operable systers and thus
daily.
reactor operation and refueling operation can continue for a limited period
oF time.
3.7.D/4.7.D

Primary Containment Isolation Valves

Double isolation valves are provided on lines penetrating the primary con
Closure of one of
tainment and open to the free spdce of the containment.
integrity of
the
nAintain
to
sufficient
be
would
line
the valves in each
to mini
required
is
initiation
Automatic
system.
suppression
presaure
the
mize the potential leakage patnh from tha containment in the event of a loaa

of coolant accident.
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level
1 - process lines are isolated by reactor vessel low water
Grou
a
to
subsequent
heat
decay
of
removal
(490") in order to allow for
standby
core
the
of
operation
proper
for
time
in
scram, yet isolate
The valves in group 1 are also closed when process
cooling systems.
radiation,
instrumentation detects excensive main steam line flow, high
temperature.
high
space
steam
main
or
low pressure,
low water level
Croup 2 - isolation valves are closed by reactor vessel
signal also "iso
isolation
2
group
The
pressure.
drywell
high
or
(538")
system.
treatment
gas
standby
the
starts
lates" the reactor building and
tran
a
by
signal
isolation
2
group
the
actuate
to
It is not desirable
sient or spurious signal.
not desirable
u 3 - process lines are normally in use and it is therefore
from
resulting
pressure
dryvell
high
to caus• spurious isolation due to
pipe
possible
a
from
reactor
the
protect
To
non-safety related causes.
in the
temperature
high
by
provided
is
isolation
system,
the
in
break
cleanup system.
cleanup system area or high flow through the inlet to the
the cleanup
through
drained
be
potentially
could
Also, since the vessel
system, a low level isolation is provided.
operable and mitigate
Group 4 nd 5 - process lines are designed to remain
isolation of other
the conticqucnces of nn accident which results in the
Group 4 and 5
of
isolation
initiate
The signals which
process lines.
would render
which
condition
a
of
indicative
therefore
procesos lines are
them inoperable.
not directly
Croup 6 - lines are connected to the primary containment but
These valves are isolated on reactor low water
to the reactor vessel.
ventilation
level (538"), high drywell pressure, or reactor building
necessitate
and
accident
possible
a
indicate
would
high radiation which
primary containment isolation.
(470'9.
Group 7 - process lines are closed only on reactor low water level
to ensure
These close on the same signal that initiates HPCIS and RCICS
is required.
that the valves are not open when HPCIS or RCICS action
- I~ne (traveling in-core probe) is isolated on high drywell pres
Group.
This is to assure that this line does not provide a leakage path
sure.
when containment pressure indicates a possible accident condition.
primary
The maximum closure time for the automatic isolation valves of the
selected
been
have
system
control
containment and reactor vessel isolation
in consideration of the design intent to prevent core uncovering following
released
pipe breaks outaldc the primary containment and the need to contain
containment.
primary
tht
fission products following pipe breaks inside
in
In satisfying this design intent an additional m&rgin has been included
of
identification
ptrmits
margin
This
specifying maximum closure times.
tines.
degraded valve performance, prior to exceeding the design closure
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5.0

MAJOR

5.1

FESI(N FEATURES

SiTE FLATURES

Browns Ferry unit I is located at Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant
site on property owned by the United States and in custody of
The site shall consist of approximately 840 acres
the TVA.
on the north shore of Wheeler Lake at Tennessee River Mile
The minimum distance from
294 in Limestone County, Alabama.
the outside of the secondary containment building to the
boundary of the exclusion area as defined in 10 CFR 100.3
shall be 4,000 feet.

5.2

REACTOR
A.

The reactor core may contain 764 fuel assemblies consisting
of 7x7 assemblies having 49 fuel rods each, 8x8 assemblies
having 63 fuel rods each, and 8x8R (and P8x8R) assemblies
having 62 fuel rods each.

B.

5.3

The reactor core shall contain 185 cruciform-shaped control
rods. The control material shall be boron carbide powder
(B 4 C) compacted to approximately 70 percent of theoretical
density.

REACTOR VESSEL
The reactor vessel shall be as described in Table 4.2-2 of the
Thi applicable design codes shall be as described in
FSAR.
Table 4.2-1 of the FSAR.

5.4

CONTAINMENT
A.

The principal design parameters for the primary containment
The applicable
shall be as given in Table 5.2-1 of the FSAR.
design codes shall be as described in Section 5.2 of the FSAR.

B.

The secondary containment shall be as described in Section
5.3 of the FSAR.

C.

Penetrations

to the primary containment and pipinA passing

through such penetrations

shall be designed

in

accordance

with the standards set forth in Section 5.2.3.4 of the FSAR.

5.5

FUEL STORAGE
A.

The arrangement of fuel in the new-fuel storage facility
shall be such that k .. , for dry conditions, is less than
0.90 and flooded is •ess than 0.95 (Section 10.2 of FSAR).
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5.0

MAJOR DESIGN FEATURES (Continued)
Ii.

r,(* the upeyiL rif:i otr,rWIc rxo$ ahall be letsc not
The ?.
shall
Fuel stored in the pool
than S•iequal to 0.95. grams
of uranium-235 per axial
contain more than 15.2
centimeter of fuel assembly.

C.

5.6

carried over spent.
Loads greater than 1000 pounds shall not be
pool.
fuel assemblies stored in the spent fuel

SEISMIC DESIGni

designed
The station class I structures and systems have been
acceleration
to withstand a design basis earthquake with ground
plant
of 0.2g. The operational basis earthquake used in the
2.5 of
Section
design assumed a ground acceleration of 0.1g (see
the FSAR).
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UNITED STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
€

D. C. 20555

.WASHINGTON,

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
DOCKET NO.

50-260

BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT, UNIT NO. 2
AMENDMENT TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE
Amendment No. 54
License No. DPR-52
1. The Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commission) has found that:
A.

The application for amendment by Tennessee Valley Authority
(the licensee) dated October 4, 1979, as supplemented by
submittals dated January 15, 1980 and January 29, 1980 complies
with the standards and requirements of the Atomic Energy
Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and the Commission's
rules and regulations set forth in 10 CFR Chapter I;

B.

The facility will operate in conformity with the application,
the provisions of the Act, and the rules and regulations of
the Commission;

C.

There is reasonable assurance (i) that the activities
authorized by this amendment can be conducted without
endangering the health and safety of the public, and
(ii) that such activities will be conducted in compliance
with the Commission's regulations;

D.

The issuance of this amendment will not be inimical to the
common defense and security or to the health and safety of
the public; and

E.

The issuance of this amendment is in accordance with 10 CFR
Part 51 of the Commission's regulations and all applicable
requirements have been satisfied.

80130 517

-2-

2.

Accordingly, the license is amended by changes to the Technical
Specifications as indicated in the attachment to this license
amendment and paragraph 2.CC2) of Facility License No. DPR-52 is
hereby amended to read as follows:
(2) Technical Specifications
The Technical Specifications contained in Appendices A and
B, as revised through Amendment No. 54 , are hereby incor
porated in the license. The licensee shall operate the
facility in accordance with the Technical Specifications.

3.

This license amendment is effective as of the date of its issuance.
FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Ippolit.,Chief
Thoma`s",'
Branch #3
Reactors
Operating
Division of Operating Reactors
Attachment:
Changes to the Technical
Specifications
Date of Issuance:

February 25, 1980

ATTACHMENT TO LICENSE AMENDMENT NO.
FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO.
DOCKET NO.

54

DPR-52

50-260

Revise Appendix A as follows:
1. Remove the following pages and replace with identically numbered pages:

97/98

147/148
149/150

221/222
253/254

111/112

157/158

255/256

145/146

181/182

277/278

11/12

The underlined pages are those being changed; marginal lines on these
Overleaf pages are provided for
pages indicate the area being revised.
convenience.

SAFET

LIMIT
SAFETY

1.1

Fuel Cladding Integrity

LIMITLIMITING

SAFTY SYSTPM SETTING.

2.1

Fuel Cladding Integrity
1.

Core spray and LPCI
actuation--reactor
low water level

> 378 in.
above vessel
zero

J.

HPCI and RCIC
actuation--reactor

> 470 in.
a&ove vessel
zero

low water level
K.

11
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Main steam isola
tion valve closurereactor low water
level

> 470 in.
above vessel
zero

FIGURE DELETED

i2

TAJLE 4.2.B (.unlt.flu
(D

pmictionl. Test
CD

0
(.7

Function

(1)

Instrufe It Check

_Wtbrs tio~n
3
months
ouce/

none

Instrument Channel,
Reactor Low Pressure
(PS-58-93 & 94)

Core Spray Auto Sequencing Timers
(Normal Power)
Timers
Core Spray Auto Sequencing
(Diesel Power)

once/operatins cycle

(4)

once/operating cycle

(4)
(4)

LPCI Auto Sequencing Timers

(normal Power)

(4)

"LI•I Auto Sequencing Timers
(Diesel Power)

(4)

ag&SI A3. 51. C3,
(normal Power)

D0 Timers

RHZSV A3. 11. C3,
(Diesel Power)

D1 Timers

ADS Ttmr

none

once/operatlnS cycle
once/opersting cycle

none
once/op"ratin

cycle

oace/operatieg cycle
(4)

(4)

uone

ouce/operatin8 cycle

nonea

(

TABLE 4.2.B (Continued)

Function

Funcrtional Test

Instrument Channel

Calibrition

Instrument Check

(1)

once/3 months

none

(1)

oncef3 months

none

(1)

once/3 months

once/day

SIR Pump Discharge Pressure
Instrument Channel

Care Spray Pump Discharge
Pressure

Core Spray Sparser to I1'Y d/p
00'

Trip System Bus Power Monitor

once/operating cycle

N/A

none

lmstrnet
Channel
Comdeasate Storage Tank Low
Level

Cl)

once/3 months

none

Instrument Channel
Suppression Chanber High Level

(1)

once/3 months

none

Instrument Channel
Reactor High WtUer Level

(1)

ouce/3 months

once/day

(1)

ouce/3 months

moie

(1)

once/3 months

am*

lastnrt, 0
t Channe l
tCIC Turbine Steam Lineligh
Inutruet Channel
SCIC Steam Line Space High
Temerature

Flow

3.2

3 A!i
which initiates a
In addition to reactor protection instrumentation
p instrumentation has been provided which
reactor scram,
which are
the consequences of accidents
mitigate
to
er
action
operator
initiates
or terminates
ability to control,
of speci
set
This
beyond the operator's
in serious consequences.
for the primary
rors before they result
conditions of operation
limiting
the
provides
fications
cooling systems, con
initiation of the core
system isolation function,
The objectives of
gas treatment systems.
of the protec
trol rod block and standby
to assure the effectiveness
(i)
are
the Specifications
its capability to
required bh preserving
tive instrumentation when
systems even during
ot any component of such
tolerate a Hinge t:itlure
for maintenance,
service
of
such systems are out
adequate per
periods when portlans of
assure
to
settings required
trip
for brief
the
inoperable
to prescribe
may be made
and (ii)
When necessary, one channel
formance.
calibrations.
and
tests
functional
intervals to conduct required
or control core
instrumentation that initiate where the high
the
on
settings
the
Some of
stated
have tolerances explicitlY
and containment cooliln
a substantial effect on
have
may
and
critical
where only the high or
and low values are uoth
of other instrumentation,
points
a
set
The
safety.
safety, are chosen at
has a direct bearing on
actuai
inadvertent
low end of the setting
operating range to prevent
level away from the normal
to abnormal situations.
involved and exposure
tion of the safety system
protective instru
valves is initiated by
for which iso
Actuation of primary containment
senses the conditions
which
3.2.A
Table
in
available whenever pri
mentation shown
instrumentation must be
Such
required.
is
lation
is required.
mary containment integrity
isolation is connected
initiates primary system
The instru'mentation which
in i doal bti srranwement.
above.
set to trip at 171.7" (538"
in
-jalv+9
The low water level inAtrumenLation
isolation
of tho active fuel closes
drains and
and
vessel zero) above the top
exhautnC
Chamber

and Suippression
The low
valves).
the RIMR System, Drywell
(Crouip 2 and 3 isolation
Linem
water
Cleinup
reactor
when
trip
Reactor Water
Lo
that is set

reactor water level instrumentation zero) above the top of the active fuel
vessel
RCTC, and HPCI
level io 109.7" (470" above
Valves and Main Steam,
Isolation
Line
Steam
Main
and required
closes the
Details of valve grouping
7).
trip settings are
Drain Valves (Group i and
These
3.7.
in Specification
closing times are given
a break in the largest
uncovery in the case of
core
prevent
to
adequate
closing time.
line assming, the maximum
to trip when reactor
insttumentation that is set
level
water
reactor
low
The
the top of the active
above vessel zero) above
water level is 109.7" (470"
the RCIC and HPCI,
fuel (Table 3.2.B) also iiLilate
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3.2

BASES
The low
and trips the recirculation pumps.
reactor water level innftumentation that is set to trip when reactor
water level is 17.7" (378" above vessel zero) above the top of the active
fuel (Table 3.2.B) initiates the LPCI, Core Spray Pumps, contributes to
These trip setting
ADS initiation Rnd startrJ the diegel generatorA.
levels were chosen to bh hi:.ýh enough to prevent Opurious actuation but
low enough to initiate CSCS operation so that post accident cooling can
be accomplished and the guidelines of 10 CFR 100 will not be violated.
For large breaks up to the complete circumferential break of a 28-inch
recirculation line and with the trip setting given above, CSCS initiation
in Initiated in time to miet the above criteria.
The high dry-well pressure instrumvntatIonl is a diveri"e signal to the
water level inALrumentation and in addition to initiating CSCS, it cauaes
inolation

of Grourpgi

taolation

2 .and 8

vnlves.

For the breaks discusned

above, this Instrumentntion will initiace CSCS operation at about the
same time as the low water level instrumentation; thus the results given
above are applicable here also.
Venturis are provided in the main steam lines as a means of measuring
steam flow and also limiting the loss of mass inventory from the vessel
The primary function of the instru
during a steam line break accident.
For the wornt
mentation is to detect a break in the main steam line.
case accident, main steam line break outside the dry-well, a trip setting
of 140% of rated steam flow in conjunction with the flow limiters and
main steam line valve closure, limits the mass inventory loss such that
fuel is not uncovered, fuel cladding temperatures remain below 1000*F
and release of radioactivity to the environs is well below 10 CER 100
Reference Section L4.6.5 FSAR.
guidelines.
i
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Het t oigol 2r()1)F for th," mnoti
detec t leakti of the -r der of I) gpIn; thus. it is capable of coveritig the
For large breaks, the high steam flow instru
entire spectrum of breaks.
mentation is a backup to the temperature instrumentation.
High radiation monitors in the main steam line tunnel have been provided
With
to detect gross fuel failure at in the control rod drop accident.
the established setting of 3 times normnl background, and main steam
line isolation valve closure, ftssion product relea-ae is limited ro that
Reference
10 CFR 100 guidelines are not 'xceeded for this accident.
An i.ri,, witn a nominal set point of 1.5 x
Section 14 6.2 FSAR.
is provided also.
norma full po'4er b'•ck'•round,
Pressure instrumentation Is provided to close the main steam isolation
valves in Run Mode when the main steam line pressure drops below 82h
Pen
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SURVE:LA.
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E

LIQCTrG CONIDITIONS PORF OETATO

3.5.1

4.5.B Residual

Residunil Ht( RCmovAl Sys5em
(KHRS) (LPC1 and Containment

prior to a reactor
startup from a Cold
Condition; or

(2)

when there is irra
diated fuel in the

i.

reactor vessel and when
the reactor vessel pres
sure is greater than
atmospheric, except 8s
specified in specifica
tions 3.5.B.2, through
3.5.B.7 and 3.9.B.3.
2.

Simulated
Autistic
Actuation
Test

b.

Pump Opera
bility

pAig,

2,

during cooldown two locps wi-th

one pump per loop or one loop with
two pumps, and associated diesel
generators, in the core spray systet
are operable.

may remain in operAtion for a
period not to exceed 7 days
provided the remaining RXR
pumps (LCT mode) and both
access paths of the RHRS
(l.PCI mode) and the CSS and
the diesel generators remain
operable.

Motor Opera
ted valve
operability

d.

Pump Flow Rats

Onct / 1
montho

e.

Test Check Valve

Once/

54

o,-n t h

OperatinPi
Cycle

An air test on the dry'well and
torus headers anA nozzlien sh,2i!
1
be con. ucted once/5 years. A
water test may be perforried on
the torus header in lieu of t'.z
When it is determined that one RHR
pump (LPCI mode) is inoperable at a
time when operability is required,
the remaining RHR pumps (LPCI mode)
and active components in both access
paths of the RHRS (LPCI mode) and
the CSS and the diesel generators
shall be demonstrated to be opera

ble immediately and daily there-;
after.

145
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=nth

air test.
3.

pump (LPCI mode)
If one 11111
the reactor
inoperable,
in

Oera ting
Cycle

Each !PCI
'nurip :h'riadliveLndirva:edl
9,000 g2m against
system pressure of 125 ;s>. Two
LTC! pumps in the same loop shall
deliver 15,000 gpm against an
indicated system pressure of
200 psig.

being drained of suppression
quality water and
-chamber
filled with primary coolant
quality water provided that

OrinCe;

c.

the

RHRS may he removed from ser
vice (except that two RHR pum.ps
containment cooling mode and
associated heat exchan3ers must
remain operable) for a period
not to exceed 24 hours while

3.

a.

With Elte reactor vessel pres

sure lean than 105

and Con.ain~cnC

Cooling)

The RIIRS shall be operable:
(1)

_

Rent RemovAl Svltf

SV.S(LPCI

cooling)
i.

jR-ý:1*§E'

PAGE DELETED
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C;()ND ITIO(li

'1TIPr

J.

.B

FOR
'

W) RAEI(
'I (N

Rrmoval S,/3tern
Residual lena.
(RHP.S) (LPCI and Containment

REMEE()
RM2T S
SURVE ILLAITh [.
izat Removal System
4.5.B ResiduaI
(LPCI and Containment
(

CoolinA)

Cooling)
4,

5.

If any 2 RIR puraps
become inoperable,
shall be placed in
shutdown condition
24 ho-Lrs.

(LPCI mode)
the reactor
the cold
within

4.

If one RHR pump (con:ain
mcnt cooling rr!de) o," ao
sociLted heat exchanger i1
inoperable, the reactor

may remain

5.

When it tn dettrmized that one
h'A punp (containment cooling
r.ode) or ~ssociatzd heat
exchanger ia inoparable at a
time when operability is re
quired, the remaining RHR
pumps (containment cooling mode),
the associated heat exchangers
and diesel generators, and all
active componenta in the accene
paths of the MHRS (concainment
cooling modc) shall be de--n
strated to be operable imiediateLy
and weekly thereafter until the
inoperable RHR pump (containment
coo.ing node) and associated heat
exchanger is returned to normal
servpice.

6.

When it is determined that t'o
RHK pumps (containment coolinS
moade) or aaaociat-d heat exchangerv
are inoperable at a time when
operab ility io required, the
remaining RXR ptmpa (concairment
coo3in3 mode), the associated
heat exchanger3, and diesel
g3nerators, and all active com
ponent3 in thh access patha o!
ths MRRS (con aiment cooling

in operation for

a period not t.j exceed 30
days provided the rewaining
REP. pumps (containment
cooling mode) and asao
ciated heat exchangers and

diesel generators and all
access paths of the RHRS
(containment cooling mode)
are operable.

6.

If tvo RHR pumps (containmant
cooling mode) or associatad
heat exchangers are inopera
ble, the reactor may remain
in operation f.r a p riod
not to exceed 7 days pro
vided the remaintng R.HR pumps
(containment cooling wde)
and associated heat exchanger3
access pathasof the
and all

RHRS (containment cooling mode)

Amendment No.
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No additional surveillance
required

TINC CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION
3.5.B Residual Heat Removal System
MS) (LPCI and Containment
Cooling)

SURVEILLANCE RE'JIP. -.ZNTS_4.5.B Residual Heat Removal Svsten
(LFCI and Containment
(RS

Cooling)
mode) shall be demonatrated
to be operable inmmediately
and daily thereafter until
at least three RHR pumps
(containment cooling mode)
and associated heat exchanners

are operable.

ara returned to norm-as
7.

7.

If two accean paths of the
RHRS (containment cooling
mode) for each phase of the
mode (drywell sprays, sup
pression chamber sprays,
and suppression pool cooling)
are not operable, the unit

When it

service.

is dete-mined tnat one

or more access paths of the
RHRS (containment cooling mode)
are inoperable when acceig 1s
required, all active comrponenta
in the access paths of the RHRS

(containment cooling mcde) shall
bo demonstrated to be operabi2

may remain in operation for a

imediately and all active com
ponents in the access paths

period not to exceed 7 days
provided at least one path
or each phase of the mode
remains operable.

which are not backed by a cezond
operable access path for the

same phase of the mode (drywell
sprays, suppression chamber sprays
and suppression pool cooling)
shall be demonstrated to be coera
ble daily thereafter until thQ

second path is returned to nor
mal service.
8.

8.

If specifications 3.5.B.1
through 3.5.B.7 are not met,
an orderly shutdown shall be
initiated and the reactor

No additional surveillance
required.

shall be shutdown and
placed in the cold condition
within 24 hours.
9.

9.

When the reactor vessel pres
sure is atmospheric and irra
diated fuel is in the reactor

When the reactor vessel pressurs
is atmospheric, the ?.p •um
and valves that are requir~d to

be operable shall be domonitratai
to be operable monthly.

vessel at least one RHR loop
with two pumps or two loops

with one pump per loop shall
The pumps'saso
be operable.
elated diesel generators must
also be operable.
10.

If

the conditions of specifica

tion 3.5.A.5 are met, LPCI and
containment cooling are not
required.

Amendment No.

54

10.
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No additional surveillance required.

SURVEILLANCE REQU IR?2•NTS.

LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION
3.5.B

Residual Heat Removal

4.5.B

System

(MRS) (LPCI and Containment
Cooling)
11.

1i.

When there is irradiated fuel
in the reactor and the reactor
vessel pressure is greater than
atmospheric, 2 RHR pumps and
associated heat exchangers and
valves on an adjacent unit nust
be operable and capable of
supplying cross-connect capabil
ity except as specified in speci
fication 3.5.B.IZ below.
Because cross-connect
(Note:
capability is not a short term
requirement, a component is not
considered inoperable if cross
connect capability can be re
stored to service within 5
hours.)

/2.

units

which

th

cross-connect
is required.

12.

idadj

s;upply

cross-connect capability
be dcmonstrited
shall
operable monthly whý!n

If three RIM pumps or
associated heat exchi1ng4ýr
located on the unit cross
connection in the adjacent
units are inoperable for
any reason (including valve

54

The RHR pumps on
cent

to bc
tihe

capability

'When it ýý; dter.-ined
; "
thAr tnr,.•e R': •.
cclm.;'
Issocidted i•?at
located on riie unit cro i
connection in the adc.rs
unito are

149
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Rasidual Heat Rmuvi:
v-.
(RKRS) (LPCI and Containment
Cooling)

. ,•
,:.r,

anp|
It

LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION
LIMITING CONDITIONS FOR OPERATION

SURVEILLANCE REOUIRrE•NFS

SURVEILLANCE REOUIRE'NTS

inoperability, pipe break,
etc), the reactor may remain
in operation for a period not
to exceed 30 days provided
the remaining RHR pump and
associated diesel generator
are operable.

13.

If RHR cross-connection flow or
heat removal capability is lost,
the unit may remain in operation
for a period not to exceed 10
days unless such capability is
restored.

13.
14.

14.

All recirculation pump
discharge valves shall
be operable prior to
reactor startup (or
closed if permitted
elsewhere in these
specifications).

150
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a time when operability
is required, the re
maining RHR pump and
associated heat exchanger
on the unit cross-connec
tion and the associated
diesel generator shall be
demonstrated to be oper
able immediately and every
15 days thereafter until
the inoperable pump and
associated heat exchanger
are returned to normal
service.
No additional surveillance required.
All recirculation pump
discharge valves shall be
tested for operability
during any period of
reactor cold shutdown
exceeding 48 hours, if
operability tests have
not been performed
during the preceding
31 days.

LIMITING CGŽJUIT rOS

IF(Th

OPERATIOiN_____

3.5.F Reactor Cor-, Isolation Cooling
2.

3.

G.

SURVIE IT

CACE
Cniz:

4.5.F Reactor Coxe lsolzitiuk

WheTI

2.

If the RCICS is inoperable,
the reactor may remain in
operation for a period not
to exceud 7 dpys if the
HPCIS is operable during
such time.

iL

is dtzecrmiu-cd 'J1,11

I~rr,.

ra'i

I

.

shall bho denmow ;tr aLc-

LO 1w'

If specifications 3.5.F.1
or 3.5.F.2 are not: met, an
orderly shutdown shall be
initiated and thne react-or
shall be depressurizeed to)
less than 122 psig withlin
24 hours.
G.

Systeoi

pr..iiZ

.

('D6)

eaLf:C.I
I.During eoath
Ohe foliowii;, .

alves of
Depresrsiri
the Automat i
zation System shall be

Four of tize

Automatic

s.LY.

'L

performed on tho A!):.':

operable:
(1)

(2)

acttuatA."iarL

pixior to a 4tartup
from a Cold Condition,

poerfornmt'i jri

2.

r'1

or,

after each s-1it

whencver there is irra
diAted fuel in the. reactor
vpssel and the reactor
vessel pre:,!71-e is greater
c~g
xcept as
than 10"sp':Citicd Li~ 3.5..G.2 and

r)C the reli.,2I

2.

3.5.G.3 below.

iý;Ic 1 .
tý;u .
o 1 '.1U..
eýca'."i(.

dae il" Cher,.:sL' Ii

(Note Lhat the j~c.tire
relief functioa of iLnese
valves is assurc-d by
sectio~n 3.6.1) of ~;
hL
.1 1"t tha-t
specification011
;iI~
Spec ifIca .iciln.n
1 )iL T,1' mrnc
to the. ATP'S
Oe.Y AD';
than three of ':;
valves are knf-~rn' to be inoap
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j ,:~;

t-han, two rI

L7\ XUý 'iralves
S..tu
If tllt(CO
are known. to be .~ rv-pable of
tI, 7
auLM:tomatC 0')pri.'
reactor may re.:iaiii in opera
tion for . period iilUL. to
ex':eeo 7 cwry' I priv .ACA the

able of nui oima;t c ooonration,
.j1,1ýoi
'.
u H
Vri*
an liiMM~i.d tL'
h
ih
shall be int.'e.
cow-u
d'~
reactor In a htic),
dition in 6 houirs anid In a coldI
shutdown condit~ikn in the
followfing 18 hou:rs.

"Xjhen1 it
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LI,

.
n:ir
(Ap.rruu

RCICS in

Automatic ))cpressui1-.z,1ti.-fl
Sys temn (j)S)

1.

C

W

L1VITI.C CnNjt)rIO•S

SURVETLLkNC F REOUIR-MENTS

FOR .P.E.ATION

4.5.0 Automatic Dvoressurization

3.A Automatic Denressurization
System (AIDS)

3.

System (ADS)

3.

*Ifmore than two ADS valves are
known to be incapable of auto
matic operation, the reactor
may. remain in operation for a
period not to exceed 7 days
provided the )IPCI is
operable.

4.

Whent iz deteemined >At
more than two ADS valves are
Incapable of aucomatic opera
tion, the HPCIS shall be
shown to. be operable i=e
diately and daily thereafter
as long as 3.5.G.3 applies.

If specifications 3.5.G.2
and 3.5.0.3 cannot be met,
an orderly shutdown will be
initiated and the reactor
vessel pressure shall be
reduced to 105 psig or less
within 24 hours.
R.

It. MaintenAnce of Filled Discharge
Pipe

Maintenance of Filled Discharge
Pipe
The following surveillance require
ments shall be adhered to to assure
that the discharge piping of the
core'spray systems, LPCI, H?CZ, and

Whenever the core spray systems,
LPCI, HPCI, or RCIC.are required
to be operable, the discharge
piping from the pump dischar;e
of these systems to the last
block valve shall be filled.

KCIC are filled:

158

umMUT!N

Cr).qr)T:Or%,

FOR• OPE'R.AT31011
SURVF:ýILANCr.

3.6.C

CooLnt Lcakavo

4.6.C Coolant Leskage

3. If the condition in I or 2
above cannoc be met, an orderl:y
shutdown shal. be initiated
and the reactor shall be shut
down in the Cold Condition
within 24 hours.
D.

I

0. Safety and Relief Valves
1.

Safety and Relief VAlves

Ac least one safety valve and
Spproxima:ely one-half of aUl

relief valves shall be bench

checked or replaced with a
bench-checked valve each opera

l.. When more than one relief
valve or one or more safety
valves are known to be
failed, an orderly shutdown

tine cycle.
safety and ii

All 13 valves (2
relief)

will

Mave

been checked or re;laced u;=r.

the comolecion of every second

nhah,* be initiatad and the

cycle.

reactor depressuri-zed to
less than 105 psig within
24 hours.

2.

Once during each operating
cycle, each relief valve shall
be manually opened unti. the.-..)
couples downszream of the va&ve

indicate steam is flowLn; from
the valve.

E.

Jet Pumps

1.

E.

Whenever the reactor Li in

the

startup or run modes, all Jet
pumps shall be operable.
If
It is determined that a jet
pump Is inoperable, or if two
or more jet Pum= flow instru
sent failures occur and can
not be corre::ed within 12
hours, an orderly shutdown
shall be ini:iated and tne
reac:or shall be shutdown in
the Cold Condition withl 24
hours.

181
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35,

46

3.

The integrity of the relief.'
"efety valve bellows shall be
continuously monitored.

4.

At least one relief Valve sh.ll
bw disass=ble:d and iaspec:id
each operating cycle.

Jet Pu4os
1.

Whenever there is recrcula:ion
flow with the reactor in the
startup or rue modes with bo:h
recirculation pumps running,
let pump opcrabili:y sha:: be
ehecked• •aily by veriyyt t;-g:
the following ConditIons do not

occur sizul:aneously:
A.

The two reloc:u:.

Ic--s

have a flow imbalancz o
13: or zere when :he ;.::s
are v:eraed a: :the sa=e
speed.

L IMI

I M.
S rR11111IfIO
PELATI

N

JetLPu.m

S.6.k

UHVt

ILLA14C ?' Rqt

4.6.t Jet Pu

3.6.F Jet Puimp I'.wO'

Mismatch

b.

_____________

a
The indicated value of core

flow rate varies fro., th,
value derived frocm loop
flov ni-p.urements by core*
than 101.
C.

The dift
er to lower pl, .u
differential presoure re.d
ing on an individuzl JcL
pump varies frcm tha -,eai

of all 'et

pw* diffrrar,.

tial pre.ssurce by more thari

10z.
2.

i.

The reactor sha!l nat be
operated with one recircu2aticn
loop out of service for more
than 21; hours. With. the reactor
operating, if one recircuL.ation
loop is out of service, the
plant shall be placed in a hot
shutdo.,rn condition. within
24 hours unless the loop is
sooner returned to service.

2*

Follolwinng one puxp operation,
the di~charge valve of.the low
speed piep may not be opened
unless the speed of the faster
pup is less than 5o, of its
rated vpeed.
3 * Steady state operation with both
recirculation punps out of ser
vice for up to. 12 hrs is per
Durihg such interval
mitted.
restart of the recirculation
umps is permitted, provided the
oop discharge temperature is
within 75OF of the saturation
temperature of-the reactor
vessel water as determined by
dome pressure.
The total
elapsed time in natural circula
tion and one pump operation must
be no greater, than 24 hrs.
{;.

Strtictural

1.

dtfferential ptims.,,re shall
.
checked du1 1 7 and tie diff,'.:n
tial
presaure of an indivic'uil
Jet pu.np in a loop shall not
vary from the mean of all let
pump cifferential presaures in
that loop by more than I0..

F.

C.

IhLh.tgrity

Recirculation pump speeds shill
be checked and logged at least
once per day.

Struccural [nIegrity
I.

182
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Jet Pump Flow Hismatch
1.

The bTiucturual integrity of
the primary system shall be

Amendment No.

Whenever thtre is recircujlat-oi
flolo with the reactor in the
Startup or Run Mode and one -e
circulation pump Ib operainý
v'th the equaliza.r vrlv, clc"iec.d,
the dIffuoer to lower plenum

TAble 4.6.A together vich sup
plementar-y notes, specifiel the

3.6/4.6

BASES:

the core flow rate measured by the
If they do differ by 1.0 percent or more,
the
pressure system must be checked against
jet pump diffuser differentisl
flow
core
to
flow
loop
values of
core flow rate derived from the measured
measured and derived core flow rate
between
difference
the
If
correlation.
value higher) diffuser measurements
is 10 percent or more (with the derived
the vessel of failed jet pump
within
location
the
define
will be taken to
If the potential
repairs.
for
shut down
and the unit
nozzle (or riser)
the recirculation
to
resistance
system
the
blowdown flow area is increased,
"run out" to a
will
drive pump
pump is also reduced; hence, the affected
to 120 percent
percent
115
suhALantially higher flow rate (approximately
in flow at the
balanced
are
loops
two
th-.
If
for a ainmle nozzle failure).
Any
changed.
have
cannot
name pump speed, the resistance characteristics
the plant
by
indicated
be
would
rates
flow
imbalance between drive loop
would provide a
In addition, the affected jet pump
process instrumentation.
The reverse
rate.
flow
core
the
leakage path past the core thus reducing
a positive
by
indicated
be
still
would
pump
flow thtourh the inactive jet
(3 per
decrease
slight
a
pressure but the net effect would be
differential
together
decrease,
This
measured.
core flow
cent to 6 percent) in the total
between
correlation
of
lack
a
in
result
with the loop flow increase, would
pump diffuser
Finally, the affected jet
measired and derived core flow rate.
would be
backflow
the
pressure signal would be reduced because
differential
less than the normal forward flow.
of
also generate the coincident failure
A nozzle-rtser system failure could
of
lack
The
true.
not
is
converse
A ler pump ditfuqer body- however, the
pump diffuser body makes failure impossible
any sabstantial stress in the jet
nozzle-riser system failure.
without an initial

3.6.F/4.6.F

Jet Pump Flow MismAtch
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3.6/4.6

BASES:
Requiring the discharge valve of the lower speed loop to remain
closed until the speed of the faster pump is below 50% of its
rated speed provides assurance when going from one to two pump
operation that excessive vibration of the jet pump risers will
not occur.

,Gi4.6.G

Structural Inte

iLty

The requirements for the reactor coolant systems inservice
inspection program have been identified by evaluating the need
for a sampling examination of areas of high stress and highest
probability of failure in the system and the need to meet as closely
as possible the requirements of Section XI, of the ASME Boiler and
Pressure Vessel Code.
The program reflects the built-in limitations of access to the
reactor coolant systems.
It is intended that the required examinations and inspection be
The periodic examinations
completed during each 10-year interval.
are to be done during refueling outages or other extended plant
shutdown periods.
Only proven nondestructive testing techniques will be used.
More frequent inspections shall be performed on certain
circumferential pipe welds as listed in Section 4.6.G.4 to
provide additional protection against pipe whip. These welds
were selected in respect to their distance from hangers or supports
wherein a failure of the weld would permit the unsupported segments
of pipe to strike the drywell wall or, nearby auxiliary systems
or control systems. Selection was based on judgement from actual
plant obsrevation of hanger and support locations and review of
Inspection of all these welds during each 10-year
drawings.
inspection interval will result in there additional examinations
above the requirements of Section XI of ASME Code.
An augmented inservice surveillance program is required to determine
whether any stress corrosion has occurred in any stainless steel
piping, stainless components, and highly stressed alloy steel such
as hanger springs, as a result of environmental conditions
associated with the March 22, 1975 fire.
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TABLE 3.7.A (Continued)

Gro!P,

Valve Identification

Standby liquid control system
check valves CV 63-526 & 525
Feedwater check valves
CV-3-558, 572, 554, & 568
Control rod hydraulic return
check valves CV-85-576 & 573
RHRiS - LPCI to reactor check
vdlves CV-74-54 & 68
LI

1

Number of Pou-zr
Operated Valves
Ouo.board
Inbcard

Maxim=
Operating
Time (rec.)

Normal.
Position

Action on
Initiating
Signal

1

1

NA

C

Process

2

2

MA

0

Process

1

I

NA

0

Process

NA

C

Process

2

(

NOTES FOR TABLE 3.7.A

Key:

0 - Open
C - Closed
SC - Stays Closed
GC - Goes Closed

Note:

Isolation groupings are as follows:
The valveo in Group 1 are actuated by any one of the following
conditions:

Group 1:

I

l.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Group 2:

Reactor Vessel
Main Steamline
Main Steamline
Main Steamline
Main Steamline

Law Water Leval (470")
High Radiation
High Flow
Space High Temperature
Low Pressure

The valves in Group 2 are actuated by any of the following
conditions:

1. Reactor Vessel Low Water Level (538")
2. High Drywell Pressure
Group 3:

The valves in Group 3 are actuated by any of the following
conditions:
1.

2.
3.
Group 4:

The valves In Group 4 are actuated by any of the following
conditions:

1.
2.
3.
Group 5:

Reactor Low Water Level (538")
Reactor Water Cleanup System High Temperature
Reactor Water Cleanup System High Drain Temperature

HPCI

"IIPCI

Steamline Space High Temperature
Steamli'e High Flow
Steamline Low Pressure

The valves in Group 5 are actuated by any of the follovinZ
condition:

1. RCIC Steamline
2.
3.

Group 6:

Space High Temperature

RCIC Steamline High Flow
RCIC Steamline Low Pressure

The valves in Group 6 are actuated by any of the folloving
conditions:
I. Reactor Vessel Low Water Level (538")

2.

High Dryvell Pressure

3.

Reactor tuilding Ventilation High Radiation
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Group 7:

The valves in Group 7 are aucoitically
following condition:
1.

Group 8:

Reactor vessel low water level (470,t)

The valves in Group 8 are automatically actuated by only tha
following condition:
2.

High Drywell pressure

255
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actuated by only the
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In order to asoure that the dones that may recult from a steam line break
do not exceed the 10 CFR 100 guidelines, it is necessary that no fuel
rod perforation reaulting from the accident occur prior to closure of
the mMfn nrenm line iaolation valves.
Analysee indicate that fuel rod
cladding perforation4 would be avoided for main steam valve closure
times, including instrument delay, as long as 10.5 seconds.
Theac valven are highly reliable, have low service requirement and most
are normally cloned.
The initiating sensors and associated trip logic
are also checked to demonstrate the capability for automatic iaolation.
The test interval of once per operating cycle7 for automatic initiation
rcults
in a failurc probability of 1.1 x 10
that a line will cot iso
late.
More frenuent testing for valve operability results in a greater
assurance that the valve will be operable when needed.
The mali ateam Line isolation valves are functionally tested on a more
frequent interval to establish a high degree of reliabilicy.
The primary containment is penetrated by several small diameter instru
ment lines connected to the reactor coolant system.
Each instrtLment line
contains a 0.25 inch restricting orifice inside the primary containment
and an excess flow check valve outside the primary containment.

3.7.L/4.7.E

Control Room Emergency Ventilation

The control room emergency ventilation system is designed to filter
the con
trol room atmosphere for intake air and/or for recirculation during control
room isolation conditions.
The control room emergency ventilation system
is designed to automatically start upon control room isolation and to maintain
the control room pressure to the design positive pressure so that all leakage should
be out leakage.
lgh efficlcncy part ictilate absolute (IHPA) Fi].:ers are Installed before the char
coal adsorbers to prevent clogging of the iodin.? adsnrbers.
The charcoal ad
sorbers are installed to reduce the potential iitake of radioiodlne to the con
trol room.
The in-place test results should inlicate a system leak tightness
of less than 1 percent bypass leakage for the caarcoal adsorbers and a KEPA
efficiency of at least 99 percent removal of DOP particulates.
The laboratory
carbon sample test results should Indicate a ralioactive methyl iodide removal
efficiency of at least 90 percent for expected accident conditions.
If the
efficiencies of the HEPA filters and charcoal adsorbers are as specified,
the resulting doses will be less than the allowable levels stated in Criterion
19 of the General Design Criteria for Nuclear Pmwer Plants, Appendix A to 10
CFR Part 50.
Operation of the fans significantly different from the design
flow will change the removal efficiency of the REPA filters and charcoal ad
sorbers.
If the system is found to be inoperable, there is not immediate threat to the
control room and reactor operation or refueling operation may continue for a
limited period of time while repairs are being made.
If the system cannot be
repaired within seven days, the reactor is shutdown and brought to cold shutdown
within 24 hours or refueling operations are terminated.
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SAFETY EVALUATION BY THE OFFICE OF NUCLEAR REACTOR REGULATION
SUPPORTING AMENDMENT NO.
AMENDMENT NO.

54

59

TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO.

TO FACILITY OPERATING LICENSE NO.

DPR-33

DPR-52

TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY
BROWNS FERRY NUCLEAR PLANT, UNITS NOS.

1 AND 2

DOCKET NOS. 50-259 AND 50-260
1.0

Introduction
By letter dated October 4, 197901) (TVA BFNP TS 131), as supplemented
by letters dated January 15, 1980 and January 29, 1980, the Tennessee
Valley Authority (the licensee or TVA) requested changes to the
Technical Specifications CAppendix A) appended to Facility Operating
License Nos. DPR-33 and DPR-52 for the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant,
Unit Nos. 1 and 2.
The proposed amendments and revised Technical Specifications would:
(1) incorporate the limiting conditions for operation of Browns Ferry
Unit No. 1 in the fourth fuel cycle following the current refueling
outage, (2) reflect the changes to the low pressure coolant injection
(LPCI) system power supply and elimination of the LPCI loop selection
logic as requested in our letter of May 11, 1979 authorizing these
modifications and (3) clarify the surveillance requirements in
Section 4.5.

2.0

Discussion
Browns Ferry Unit No. 1 (BF-I) shutdown for its third refueling on
BF-I was initially fueled with 764 of the General
January 3, 1980.
Electric Co. CGE) 7 x 7 fuel assemblies containing 49 fuel rods each.
During the first refueling, 166 of the 7 x 7 fuel assemblies were
replaced with a like number of one water rod 8 x 8 fuel assemblies
containing 63 fuel rods each. During the second refueling, an
additional 156 of the original fuel assemblies were replaced with two
water rod retrofit 8 x 8R fuel bundles containing 62 fuel rods each.
During the current refueling outage, an additional 232 of the 7 x 7
fuel bundles will be replaced with P 8 x 8 fuel assemblies, each
The prepressurized fuel assemblies (P 8 X 8R)
containing 62 fuel rods.
are essentially identical from a core physics standpoint to the two
water rod fuel assemblies C8 X 8R) except that they are prepressurized
with about three rather than one atmospheres of helium to minimize
Our evaluation of the P 8 X 8R fuel is discussed
fuel clad interaction.

8003130
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in the safety evaluation attached to our letter of April 16, 1979
to General Electric approving the use of this fuel in BWR reload
licensing applications. The larger inventory of helium gas improves
the gap conductance between fuel pellets and cladding resulting in
reductions in fuel temperatures, thermal expansion and fission gas
release. The pressurized rods operate at effectively lower linear
heat generation rates and are therefore expected to yield performance
benefits in terms of fuel reliability. The increased prepressurization
also results in improved margin to MAPLHGR limits by reducing stored
energy, although TVA is not proposing to take any credit for these
beneficial effects in the subject reload application (i.e., they are
not proposing any changes in the existing MAPLHGR vs. Exposure limits
In support of this reload
in the existing Technical Specifications).
licensing document prepared
reload
a
application for BF-l, TVA submitted
Specifications.[l
Technical
the
to
and proposed changes
by GE
Unit was approved for
Ferry
Browns
a
in
The first use of P8 x 8R fuel
to Facility Operating
28
No.
(Amendment
3
No.
the last reload of Unit
1979).
30,
November
dated
DPR-58
License No.
With this refueling, Browns Ferry Unit 1 will be on an 18 month
refueling cycle. Units Nos. 2 and 3 are also on 18 month refueling
cycles.
As noted above, this reload involves loading of prepressurized GE
8 x 8 retrofit (P8 x 8R) fuel. The description of the nuclear and
mechanical designs of P8 x 8 fuel is contained in Reference 3. The
use and safety implications of prepressurized fuel are presented in
Reference 3 and have been found acceptable per Reference 4 (enclosed
in Appendix C of Reference 3).
Values for plant-specific data such as steady state operating pressure,
core flow, safety and safety/relief valve setpoints, rated thermal
power, rated steam flow, and other design parameters are provided in
Reference 3. Additional plant and cycle dependent information is
provided in the reload application (Reference 2) which closely follows
the outline of Appendix A of Reference 3. Reference 4 includes a
description of the staff's review, approval, and conditions of approval
for the plant-specific data. The above-mentioned plant-specific data
have been used in the transient and accident analysis provided with
the reload application in compliance with Reference 4.
Our safety evaluation of the GE generic reload licensing topical
report has also concluded that the nuclear, and mechanical design
of the 8 x 8R and P8 x 8R fuels, and GE's analytical methods for
nuclear and thermal-hydraulic calculations as applied to mixed cores
containing 8 x 8, 8 x 8R and P8 x 8R fuels, are acceptable. Approval
of the application of the analytical methods did not include plants
incorporating a prompt recirculation pump trip (RPT) or Thermal Power
Monitor (TPM).
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Because of our review of a large number of generic considerations
related to use of 8 x 8R and P8 x 8R fuels in mixed loadings, and
on the basis of the evaluations which have been presented in Reference
3, only a limited number of additional areas of review have been
included in this safety evaluation report. For evaluations of areas
not specifically addressed in this safety evaluation report, the reader
is referred to Reference 3.
3.0

Evaluation

3.1

Core Reload

3.1 .1

Nuclear Characteristics
For cycle 4 operation, 232 fresh P8 x 8R fuel bundles of type
P8DRB284 will be loaded into the core (Reference 2). The remainder
of the 764 fuel bundles in the core will be previously irradiated
bundles as indicated in Reference 2. Based on the data provided in
Reference 2 both the control rod system and the standby liquid
control system will have acceptable shutdown capability during cycle
4.

3.1.2

Thermal Hydraulics

3.1.2.1

Fuel Cladding Integrity Safety Limit MCPR
As stated in Reference 3, for BWR cores which reload with GE's retrofit
8 x 8 fuel, the safety limit minimum critical power ratio (SLMCPR)
resulting from either core-wide or localized abnormal operational
transients is equal to 1.07. When meeting this SLMCPR during a
transient, at least 99.9% of the fuel rods in the core are expected
to avoid boiling transition. The 1.07 SLMCPR is unchanged from the
SLMCPR previously approved. The basis for this safety limit is
addressed in Reference 3.

3.1.2.2

Operating Limit MCPR
Various transient events can reduce the MCPR from its normal operating
level. To assure that the fuel cladding integrity SLMCPR will not be
violated during any abnormal operational transient, the most limiting
transients have been reanalyzed for this reload by the licensee, in
order to determine which event results in the largest reduction in the
minimum critical power ratio. Addition of the largest reductions in
critical power ratio to the SLMCPR establishes the operating limits
for each fuel type.
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3.1.2.2.1

Transient Analysis Methods
The generic methods used for these calculations, including cycle
independent initial conditions and transient input parameters, are
described in Reference 3. The staff evaluation, included as Appendix
C of Reference 3, contains our acceptance of the cycle-independent
Additionally, Appendix C contains our evaoluation of the
values.
transient analysis methods, together with a description~nd summary
of the outstanding issues associated with these methods. Supplementary
cycle-independent initial conditions and transient input parameters
used in the transient analyses appear in the tables in Sections 6
Our evaluation of the methods used to develop
and 7 of Reference 2.
these supplementary input values is also included in Appendix C of
Reference 3.

3.1.2.2.2

Transient Analysis Results
The transients evaluated were the limiting pressure and power increase
transients generator load rejection without bypass and the feedwater
controller failure (loss of 100°F feedwater heating), and the control
Initial conditions and transient input parameters
rod withdrawal error.
as specified in Sections 6 and 7 of Reference 2 were assumed.
The results of these analyses are outlined in Reference 2 sections 9
and 10. On this topic, it is acceptable if fuel specific operating
limits are established for prepressurized fuel (Appendix C, Reference 3).
On this basis, the transient analysis results are acceptable for use in
Based on this, the pro
the evaluation of the operating limit MCPR.
operating limit MCPR
to
modifications
posed Technical Specification
are acceptable.

3.1.3

Accident Analyses

3.1.3.1

ECCS Appendix K Analysis
In our safety evaluation of Reference 3, we concluded that "the
continued application of the present GE ECCS-LOCA ("Appendix K")
models to the 8 x 8 retrofit reload fuel is generically acceptable
and in our Reference 4 evaluation we extended that conclusion to
On these oases, the proposed MAPLHGR limits
prepressurized fuel.
for the new prepressurized fuel are acceptable.

3.1.3.2

Control Rod Drop Accident
The scram reactivity shape function Ccold) does not satisfy the
requirements for the bounding analyses described in Reference 3.
Therefore, it was necessary for the licensee to perform a plant
and cycle specific analysis for the control rod drop accident. The
results of this analysis are well below the acceptance criterion
of 280 calories per gram.
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3.1.3.3

Fuel Loading Error
The GE method for analysis of misoriented and misloaded bundles has
been reviewed and approved by the staff and is part of the Reference
3 methodology.
Potential fuel loading errors involving misoriented
bundles and bundles loaded into incorrect positions have been analyzed
by this methodology and the results are acceptable.

3.1.3.4

Overpressure Analysis
The overpressure analysis for the MSIV closure with high flux scram,
which is the limiting overpressure event, has been performed in accor
dance with the requirements of Reference 3. As specified in the staff
evaluation included in Reference 3, the sensitivity of peak vessel
pressure to failure of one safety valve has also been evaluated.
We
agree that there is sufficient margin between the peak calculated
vessel pressure and the design limit pressure. Therefore, the limiting
overpressure event as analyzed by the licensee is considered acceptable.

3.1.4

Thermal Hydraulic Stability
The results of the thernal hydraulic stability analysis (Reference 3)
show that the channel hydrodynamic and reactor core decay ratios at
the natural circulation - 105% rod line intersection (which is the
least stable physically attainable point of operation) are below the
stability limit. Because operation in the natural circulation mode
will be restricted by Technical Specifications, there will be added
margin to the stability limit and this is acceptable.

3.1.5

Startup Test Program
The licensee has not changed his startup test program from that approved
for the previous cycle. This program therefore remains acceptable.

3.2

Other Changes to Technical Specifications

3.2.1

Reactor Low Water Level
On August 2, 1978, we issued Amendments Nos. 40, 38 and 14 to Facility
Licenses Nos. DPR-33, DPR-52 and DPR-68 for the Browns Ferry Nuclear
Plant, Units Nos. 1, 2 and 3. These amendments changed the Technical
Specifications to lower the reactor low water level setpoint from 490
inches to 470 inches above vessel zero. The low water level setpoint,
which is commonly called the L2 setpoint, is that reactor water level
below whitch the main steamline isolation valves close, HPCI and RCIC
flows are ini'tiated, and the recirculation pumps trip. We evaluated
the ECCS performance wi'th the L2 setpoi'nt at 470 inches and the effect
of reduction in L2 on results of anticipated transients and found that
these were acceptable. The Amendments changed 4 pages of the Technical
Specifications for each unit to reflect the approved value of 470 inches
for the L2 setpoint. Subsequently, the licensee found 4 additional
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pages in the Technical Specifications for Units 1 and 2 (pages 11,
254, 255 and 2771 where the. 490" was referenced with respect to valve
closures. The proposed changes to the Technical Specifications are
to correct this error. CThis is an error toward the conservative.)
Wa conclude that the proposed changes to rectify this oversight are
acceptabl e.
3.2.2

Surveillance Requirements in Section 4.5.B
In Section 4.5.B of the present Technical Specification on the
Residual Heat Removal System (RHRS) CLPCI and Containment Cooling),
the surveillance requirements in several items do not track the
correspondingly numbered limiting condition for operation (LCO) in
Section 3.5.B. For example, surveillance requirement 4.5.B.I0 is the
surveillance requirement for LCO 3.5.B.ll and surveillance requirement
4.5.B.12 is the requirement for LCO 3.5.B.14. The licensee proposes
to change this for clarity by having the numbers for the surveillance
requirements correspond to the numbered LCOs. Where no surveillance
is indicated, the surveillance requirement will state "No additional
surveillance required." As part of their review of this section of the
Technical Specifications, the licensee has proposed to increase the
surveillance requirements on low pressure ECCS systems when one RHR
pump is inoperable. The present Technical Specifications (Section
4.5.B.3, p. 145) require that "When it is determined that one RHR pump
CLPCI mode) is inoperable at a time when operability is required,
the operable RHRS pumps (LPCI mode) shall be demonstrated to be
operable 10 days thereafter until the inoperable pump is returned to
normal service." The licensee has proposed to change this to require
that "the remaining RHR pumps (LPCI mode) and active components in
both access paths of the RHRS (LPCI mode) and the CSS and the diesel
generators shall be demonstrated to be operable immediately and daily
thereafter." While we have not concluded that this increased conser
vatism is necessary, we do find the increased surveillance is acceptable.
Another change in the surveillance requirements (item 4.5.B.12, p. 149)
is to correct a typographical error in the present Technical
Speci fi cations.

3.2.3

LPCI Modifications
By letter dated May 11, 1979, we issued Amendments Nos. 51, 45 and 23
to Facility Licenses Nos. DPR-33, DPR-52 and DPR-68 for the Browns
Ferry Nuclear Plant, Units Nos. 1, 2 and 3. The Amendments added a
condition to the license for each facility authorizing TVA to perform
certain modifications Cas described in TVA's submittals and the Safety
Evaluation related to these Amendments) to change the power supply
for certain LPCI valves for Units Nos. 1, 2 and 3 and to eliminate the
loop selection logic for Unit No. 3. Our letter of May 11, 1979 noted
that TVA had committed to submit proposed Technical Specification
changes with the reload amendment request for each unit to reflect
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these modifications,. CThe changes for Unit No. 3 were submitted with
TVA's reload amendment request of August 6, 1979 and approved by
Amendment No. 28 to Li'cens:e No. DPR-68 which, we issued on November 30,
The modifications to BF-I are described in detail in the
1gg79..
accompanying our letter of May 11, 1979. In summary,
evaluation
safety
the overall modifications encompassed:
a.

Elimination of the Low Pressure Coolant Injection (LPCI) system's
recirculation loop selection logic, revision of the logic and
closure of the Residual Heat Removal CRRR) cross-tie valve and a
recirculation equalizer valve; and

b.

Changing the power supply to the reactor MOV boards that feed the
motor operators of the LPCI injection valves, the recirculation
pump discharge valves, and the RHR pump minimum flow bypass valves.
The change involves the use of Class 1E motor-generator CM-G) sets
as isolation devices between the auto-transfer feature of the 480V
reactor MOV boards and the divisional 480V shutdown boards. The
auto-transfer feature will be eliminated from all 480V reactor
MOV boards not protected by M-G sets.

The proposed changes on pages 97, 111, 112, 182 and 221 reflect the
Each proposed Change is discussed in detail below.
above modification.
a.

The change to Table 4.2.B, p. 97 (Surveillance Requirements for
Instrumentation that Initiate or Control the CSCS) removes the
surveillance requirements on four reactor pressure sensors (PS-3
186A&B, and PS-3-187A&B) whose sole function was that of a per
missive in the LPCI recirculation loop selection logic. Since
the logic no longer exists, the sensors have been removed and
deleting them from the instruments to be surveillance tested is
appropriate. We find the proposed change acceptable.

b.

The proposed change in Section 3.2 "BASES" at the bottom of page
Ill and top of page 112 is to delete the words "provides input
to the LPCI loop selection logic." This sentence discussed the
bases for the reactor pressure sensors in "a" above. The change
is to remove the low reactor water level instrumentation as the
source of a LPCI loop selection logic initiation signal, since the
latter function no longer exists. We find the proposed change
acceptable.

c.

The present Technical Specifications (Section 3.6.F.1 and 3.6.F.2,
p. 182) require that the speeds of the two recirculation pumps
be maintained within 122% and 135% of one another when the core
power is above 80% or below 80% of rated power, respectively.
As explained in the bases for these requirements (p. 221, "Jet
Pump Flow Mismatch), this was necessary when there was automatic
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loop selection logic. The purpose of this limitation was to
prevent the LPCI loop selection logic from selecting the wrong
loop for injection which was possible for certain low probability
accidents w-ith the recirculation loop operating at large speed
differences. Since the LPCI loop selection logic has been
removed from the Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Unit Nos. 1 and 2,
there is no longer the need for surveillance requirements relating
to this logic nor the need to limit the variation of recirculation
pump speed for purposes associated with this logic. We find the
proposed changes to the Technical Specifications to be acceptable.
3.2.4

Single Loop Operation
On September 19, 1978 and September 29, 1978, we issued Amendments
Nos. 41 and 43, respectively, to Facility License No. DPR-33 which
authorized operation of BF-l with one recirculation loop for the
duration of cycle 2.
Cycle 2 for BF-l ended in November 1978. During the period of single
loop operation, there was a reduced limit on core maximum fraction of
limiting power density (Section 2.1.3, page 10) that applied only during
this period. The proposed change on page 10 is to remove the limit
for one recirculation loop operation since it is no longer applicable.
We find the proposed change to be desirable and acceptable.

4.0

Environmental Considerations
We have determined that the amendments do not authorize a change in
effluent types or total amounts nor an increase in power level and
will not result in any significant environmental impact. Having made
this determination, we have further concluded that the amendments involve
an action which is insignificant from the standpoint of environmental
impact and pursuant to 10 CFR 51.5(d)(4) that an environmental impact
statement, or negative declaration and environmental impact appraisal
need not be prepared in connection with the issuance of the amendments.

5.0

Conclusion
We have concluded, based on the considerations discussed above, that:
(1) because the amendments do not involve a significant increase in
the probability or consequences of accidents previously considered
and do not involve a significant decrease in a safety margin, the
amendments do not involve a significant hazards consfderation, (2) there
is reasonable assurance that the health and safety of the public will
not be endangered by operation in the proposed manner, and (3) such
activiti'es wIll be conducted in compliance with the Commission's
regulations and the issuance of these amendments will not be inimical
to the common defense and security or to the health and safety of the
public.
Dated:

February 25, 1980
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UNITED STATES'NUCLEAR REGULATOR( COMMISSION
DOCKET-NOS. 50-259 AND 50-260.
TENNESSEE VALLEY AUTHORITY"
NOTICE OF ISSUANCE.OF AMENDMENTS TO FACILITY
OPERATING LICENSES
The U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission (the Commissioni has issued
Amendment No.

59

to Facility Operating License No. DPR-33 and Amendment No.

54

to Facility Operating License No. DPR-52 issued to Tennessee Valley Authority
(the licensee), which revised Technical Specifications for operation of the
Browns Ferry Nuclear Plant, Units Nos.
Alabama.

1 and 2, located in Limestone County,

The amendments are effective as of the date of issuance.

These amendments change the Technical Specifications to:

Cl) incorporate

the limiting conditions for operation of Browns Ferry Unit No. 1 in the fourth.
fuel cycle following the current refueling outage,

C2) reflect the changes to

the low pressure coolant injection (LPCI) system power supply and elimination
of the LPCI loop selection logic as requested in our letter of May 11, 1979
authorizing these modifications and (3) clarify the surveillance requirements
in Section 4.5.
The application for the amendments complies with the standards and require
ments of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended (the Act), and the Commission's
rules and regulations.

The Commission has made appropriate findings as

required by the Act and the Commission's rules and regulations in 10 CFR
Chapter I, which are set forth in the license amendments.

Prior public notice

of these amendments was not required since the amendments do not involve a
significant hazards consideration.
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The Commis-sion has-determined that the issuance of these amendments will
to 10
not result in any significant envtronmental impact and that pursuant
declaration
CFR Secti~on 51.5CdIC4Y an environmental impact statement or negative
with
and environmental impact appraisal need not be prepared in connection
issuance of these amendments.
For further details with respect to this action, see Cl) the application
dated
for amendments dated October 4, 1979, as supplemented by submittals
License No.
January 15, 1980 and January 29, 1980, C2) Amendment No. 59 to
DPR-33 and Amendment No. 54 to License No.
related Safety Evaluation.

DPR-52 and (3) the Commission's

All of these items are available for public

H Street, N.W.,
inspection at the Commission's Public Document Room, 1717
Washington, D. C. and at the Athens Public Library, South and Forrest, Athens,
request
Alabama 35611. A copy of items (2) and (3) may be obtained upon
D. C. 20555,
addressed to the U. S. Nuclear Regulatory Commission, Washington,
Attention:

Director, Division of Operating Reactors.

Dated at Bethesda, Maryland, this 25th

day of February 1980.

FOR THE NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION

Thomas sA.• Ippolito, Chief
Operating Reactors Branch #3
Division of Operating Reactors

